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A C C E P T I N G N E W PAT I E N T S

When it comes to compassionate, quality care –
we’re all ears. (noses and throats, too)
CARY
Rex Ear, Nose & Throat Specialists
790 SE Cary Parkway
Suite 110
Cary, NC 27511
919-784-7400
WAKEFIELD
Rex Ear, Nose & Throat Specialists at Wakefield
11200 Governor Manly Way
Suite 301
Raleigh, NC 27614
919-570-5900

rexentspecialists.com

2 Convenient ENT locations
in Cary & Wakefield

Rex is proud to offer exceptional ear, nose and throat
(ENT) care in a personalized setting that centers around
our patients. Our board-certified physicians have been
practicing otolaryngology throughout the Triangle for
a combined total of over 30 years. Now with our newest
location in Wakefield, excellence in ENT care has never
been more convenient.
Visit us online at rexentspecialists.com to learn more.

POIS MOI COLLECTION

ome in today
C
to arrange for your

free in home design
consultation.

2530 Walnut St. Cary 919-859-3707
6008 Glenwood Ave. 919-783- 6011
7900 Falls Of The Neuse. 919-846- 6529
www.la-z-boystore.com/raleigh

DEDICATED TO
NON-SURGICAL
KNEE PAIN
RELIEF
Helping Thousands Avoid Knee Replacement Surgery
FDA Approved

Board Certified Physicians

Advanced Medical Imaging

No Recovery Time

Proven To Relieve Knee Pain/
Osteoarthritis

Covered By Medicare /
Most Major Insurances

CALL TODAY
SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION:

(919) 391-7041
www.flexogenix.com

400 Ashville Avenue, Suite 330, Cary, NC 27518

X

NON-SURGICAL SOLUTIONS FOR AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
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What we do... outstanding jewelry
of exceptional quality.

Magnificent tanzanites with
diamonds in 18k gold

919-489-8362
PERSIANCARPET.COM
5634 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd.
Durham, NC
Corner I-40 and 15-501

VOLUME FOUR, ISSUE ONE.
Those few words mean a great
deal to those of us who started
this magazine three years ago this
month. They mean, simply, that this
is the first issue of our fourth year.
They mean, more significantly, that
we’ve beaten great odds: 80 percent
of new U.S. magazines fail in their
first three years. Those words also
mean – most of all – that we’re
doing something that matters here.
The constantly growing support of
readers, advertisers, and contributors says it all.
It is thanks to readers like you,
who want to know about the people
making this America’s best city –
the business owners and chefs, artists and musicians, scientists, academics, givers, leaders, and so many more – that
we’re thriving. It’s thanks to community-minded advertisers who want to support
journalism that celebrates and spotlights those same people that we are not only
still standing, but stronger than ever. And growing.
We’ve grown our staff, page count, distribution, and reach. We’ve added
WALTER Events to our mission, which allows us to regularly bring the magazine
to life and gives us the chance to engage with you, the readers. We’ve found our
groove, but we’re committed to stretching what that means.
These days, it’s a commonplace occurrence that I meet people who assume
WALTER has been around for far longer than it has. “Only three years?” They say.
“You’re kidding!” That, to me, is the ultimate compliment: We’ve become part of
their lives, and part of the life of the city. At the same time, I find myself agreeing. It does feel longer. Maybe magazine years, like those of dogs, require a unique
kind of math. Maybe a year of magazines can be fairly multiplied by the number
of issues published within it. By that logic, WALTER would be 31, not 3, this month.
That feels about right.
It’s a good age to herald the best this city has to offer: This month, that includes the man behind our eagerly awaited Wide Open Bluegrass Festival, William
Lewis (see Tim Lee’s cover illustration and Tracy Davis’s story, pg. 64); the world-class
gamers creating their own incredible startup industry downtown (see Andy Kenney’s story, pg. 56); the community-minded top chefs who came together for one
picturesque foodie weekend with a purpose (see At the Table, pg. 89); and countless
others.
September is a time of fresh starts. It’s a good month for a birthday. Thanks
for helping us ring it in!

Liza Roberts
Editor & General Manager
Editor@WalterMagazine.com

illustration by Laura Frankstone

EDITOR’S LETTER

8411-107 Glenwood Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27612
919-783-7100

108 E. Chatham Street
Cary, NC 27511
919-467-6341

1201-J Raleigh Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
919-929-1590

4209 Lassiter Mill Rd., Ste. 130
Raleigh, NC 27609
919-600-6200

www.kandbgalleries.com

10700 US Hwy. 15-501
Southern Pines, NC 28387
910-692-2700
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The latest innovation in banking:

face-to-face time.

PRIVATE CLIENT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE IN WINSTON-SALEM.
Discover Private Client Services from First Tennessee, an exclusive level of banking service devoted to clients like you.
As a Private Client, you’ll get access to a dedicated financial concierge, personalized guidance and a breadth of banking
resources. Because no matter how complex your financial needs, we believe banking should always be convenient.

START A CONVERSATION AT FTB.COM/WINSTON-SALEMVIP OR CALL 336-703-9780
Piedmont Plaza Two, 2000 West First Street, Suite 100, Winston-Salem, NC 27104

© 2015 First Tennessee Bank National Association. Member FDIC.
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2015/16 SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OPENING WEEKEND

JEANYVES
THIBAUDET

PLAYS GERSHWIN

FRI/SAT, SEPT 2526, 2015 | 8PM
WEEKEND SPONSOR: CLANCY & THEYS
CONSTRUCTION CO.

GALA BENEFIT
EVENING WITH

RENÉE
FLEMING

CATHERINE NGUYEN is a longtime
photographer of architecture and home
interiors whose work is regularly published
in WALTER and The News & Observer. She
photographed Carole Marcotte’s Raleigh
home for this issue. “It was inspiring to discover all of the artful ways in which Carole
was able to create order out of so much art
and so many treasured objects,” Nguyen
says. “Behind every corner was something
thoughtfully displayed.”

SUN, OCT 11, 2015 | 7:30PM
PRESENTING SPONSOR: MERRILL LYNCH

TIM LEE is a graphic artist with The News
& Observer whose illustrations have been
published by international magazines and
corporations. He plays the mandolin in
the local bluegrass band The Hey Brothers,
which made him the perfect candidate to
work on this issue of the magazine featuring William Lewis. “Illustrating this cover
for WALTER was an opportunity to combine
my passion for bluegrass music, my Raleigh
home, and a portrait of a friend who uses
his musical passions for the good of both,”
says Lee.

A BAROQUE CHRISTMAS

FRI, DEC 4, 2015 | NOON & 8PM
SAT, DEC 5, 2015 | 8PM
ALL-NEW SHOW

CIRQUE MUSICA
HOLIDAY
SPECTACULAR

FRI, DEC 18, 2015 | 8PM
SAT, DEC 19, 2015 | 3PM & 8PM

BEETHOVEN’S
“EMPEROR”CONCERTO
FRI/SAT, JAN 1516, 2016 | 8PM
GRAMMY AWARD-WINNER

JOHNNY MATHIS

FRI/SAT, FEB 1920, 2016 | 8PM
WEEKEND SPONSOR: MERRILL LYNCH

FIVE FOR
FIGHTING

MARY E. MILLER is a former features
columnist for The News & Observer who has
been writing about the character of Raleigh for over 20 years. She lives here with
her husband, four children, and an evolving
collection of pets (newest arrival: rabbit
Macaroon). This issue, Miller interviews
members of Rode Hard the Band. “Each
of these men are highly accomplished in
their careers and personal lives, so it’s not
too surprising that they could learn to play
music together,” she says. “But to become
great friends, which they have, takes a lot
more effort, especially later in life. That’s
what’s really inspiring.”

SAT, APR 2, 2016 | 8PM

VIVALDI’S
FOUR SEASONS

FRI/SAT, MAR 1819, 2016 | 8PM
CONCERT SPONSOR: FIFTH THIRD BANK

MEYMANDI CONCERT HALL, RALEIGH

Tickets on sale now!

ncsymphony.org | 919.733.2750
See participating sponsors at
ncsymphony.org/contribute

TRACY DAVIS is a lawyer in the Raleigh
area whose first love is fiction, a fact she
attributes to the folklore she loved as a
kid growing up in Southeastern Alaska.
She regularly contributes to WALTER, and
in this issue she profiles William Lewis of
PineCone. “The combination of music and
the stories behind it is endlessly fascinating
to me,” she says. “And it’s inspiring to report
on someone immersed in their true vocation. William’s calling is to shine a light on
amazing and timeless music, and then share
it with everybody in town. I’m grateful.”

YOUR FEEDBACK

@WALTERMAGAZINE

Tell us your dreams …
We’ll take it from there .
Custom Design-Build Services | Remodels and Renovations

www.bosthomes.com |(919)460-1983
Excellence is not a matter of chance, it’s a matter of choice.

A veritable treasure of what to do in and around
the Triangle.
-Fairview Row at Five Points
@WalterMagazine From a student activist to a city
mayor, this is an incredible range of outstanding
female entrepreneurs!
-@GoogleForEntrep (August, pg. 59)
What a great project to photograph.
-Catherine Nguyen (August, pg. 32)
Who doesn’t love #LKG?! Loving the August edition
of Walter Magazine because it features one of my
favorite places.
-@CatGloverPR (August, pg. 74)
What a great essay!
-@Laurelinesblog (August, pg. 74)
If you’ve ever wondered what we’re doing over here
in @TheRTP, @WalterMagazine painted a pretty
great picture.
-@_JulieTerry (August, pg. 66)
Huge thanks to Chris Seward for a great photo
spread of our #fashion show in one of my fave
mags! @WalterMagazine
-@RedressRaleigh (August, pg. 54)
Nice @RedressRaleigh spread on the 2015 #REFTC
fashion show in @WalterMagazine images by Chris
Seward @newsobserver
-@Onthesensor (August, pg. 54)
Thanks for including the IFFS Tryon Road Farm
Stand on this great list!
-@FoodShuttle (August, pg. 34)

Presented by the Junior League of Raleigh

October 29 – November 1

@WalterMagazine Thanks for the great article - we appreciate your support and hope to see your readers at our
concerts this season!
-@musicraleigh (August, pg. 36)

Raleigh Convention Center

We want to hear from you!

Stylish jewelry. Fashionable apparel and accessories for
men, women and children. Seasonal home decor. Special
events and the You're Invited Back Cafe!

www.waltermagazine.com

Purchase tickets online at www.ashoppingspree.org
Tickets $10 in advance, $12 at the door

@WalterMagazine

WALTER

215 S. McDowell Street, Raleigh, NC 27601
SUBSCRIPTIONS/CIRCULATION:
customerservice@waltermagazine.com

3203 White Oak Road

$2,695,000

713 Yarmouth Road

$2,200,000

1807 Chester Road

$1,999,000

312 Forsyth Street

$1,295,000

3613 Williamsborough Court

$1,095,000

2909 Lake Boone Place

This
Is OUR
World.

$997,000

Experience the difference of Hodge & Kittrell Sotheby’s International Realty. It’s in our
service that extends far beyond the expected. It’s our honesty and integrity in every
interaction. It’s our pledge to listen and respond to your unique needs. After nearly 50 years
serving the Triangle area, our level of expertise and care in handling luxury properties is
truly unmatched.

beyond the extraordinary...

Each Ofﬁce Is Independently Owned And Operated.

3200 Wake Forest Rd., Ste. 101
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.876.7411
888.295.2345
HodgeKittrellSIR.com

MOSH
THE

SIMPLE SEPTEMBER

hors d’hoeuvre

NUTTY
CHEVRE
1 10-ounce log of
chevre
3 tablespoons
dried cranberries, finely
chopped
RUN FOR BEER Reward yourself at Trophy
Brewing Co. every Wednesday evening. Groups
leave at 6 p.m. from Trophy to run or walk one,
three, or five mile routes through downtown
Raleigh, then return for beer and pizza. (Because
everyone knows that if you eat it in your sweaty
running clothes, calories don’t count.)
Co-Sponsored by the Alexander Family YMCA.
Wednesdays, 6 p.m.; Trophy Brewing Co., 827 W.
Morgan St.; trophybrewing.com

3 tablespoons pistachios, finely
chopped
Roll the log in the nuts and fruit. Give it
a good squeeze. Serve with crackers.

–William Cullen Bryant

Dancing in Asheville...A persimmon danish from Andrew Ullom’s new pastry case
at Joule...A strand or two of sparkling fairy
hair...An Indian summer screening Sept. 19
of The Sound of Music at the NCMA...Spiced
pecans from the shop at the Umvisiting Tony
stead Hotel & Spa...visiting
Avent’s Plant Delights nursery on
open days Sept. 11-13 and 18-20…
Back-to-school supplies with
verve from Furbish at Cameron
Village...a moment of urban
meditation at the nicely completed
Parklet on Salisbury Street...A
...A trail ride in
Schenck Forest...catching a glimpse of one
of Autumn Cobeland’s greenway paintings
on the side of a CAT bus...

Why do bicycles fall over?
Because they are two-tired!

ALFRESCO

VICARIOUS THRILL The cool kids from Great
Outdoor Provision Company will be in Chapel Hill
Sept. 10 for Radical Reels, featuring some of the
year’s best adrenaline-charged action sports films.
7 p.m; Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St., Chapel
Hill; greatoutdoorprovision.com
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A picnic at newly spiffy Pullen
Park no longer means squashed
homemade PB&Js. Former Zely &
Ritz chef and owner Sarig Agasi
is bringing fresh, tasty, affordable
food to Pullen Place with vegetarian sandwiches, homemade
hummus, fruit salad, etc. Most
ingredients are locally sourced and
change seasonally. It’s worth a visit
even without kids in tow.
Pullen Place Cafe & Catering: open
daily, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.; 520 Ashe Ave.;
pullenplace.com

FLOAT YOUR BOAT

ON THE WATER, SUMMER LASTS JUST A LITTLE BIT LONGER.
Bring your own boat or rent one at Lake Wheeler –
canoes, kayaks, rowboats, and Sunfish are waiting for
you.
For information on Lake Wheeler boat rentals, visit
raleighnc.gov/parks. Must be 16 years old to rent a boat.
Lake Wheeler: 6404 Lake Wheeler Rd.

Mimi Montgomery (Trophy beer); Courtesy Radical Reels (Thrill); Thinkstock (Chevre); Thinkstock illustration (Alfresco); Courtesy of Furbish (Busy planner);
Robert Willett (Lake)

“Autumn…the year’s last, loveliest smile.”

BREWS &
BITES

KITCHEN

REMODEL

SHOP

WE’VE DONE
THE WORK
FOR YOU

STYLE

OUTDOOR
LIVING

BATH
HILARY FARR
FROM HGTV’S
“LOVE IT OR LIST IT”

THE TRIANGLE’S LARGEST EVENT FOR

home & garden
September 25-27
NC State Fairgrounds / Free Parking

Friday 11am-7pm | Saturday 10am-8pm | Sunday 11am-5pm • Adults $9 at the door | Under 15 free

Discount Tickets Available at

www.SouthernIdealHomeShow.com

704.376.6594
A Southern Shows Inc.
Production

Spot

LIght

WINnovation speakers Brooks Bell, founder, Brooks Bell; Lauren Whitehurst, co-founder, SoarTriangle; Nancy McFarlane, Raleigh mayor, founder, MedPro Rx; Molly Paul, founder, Raleigh Aquatic Turtle Adoption; Guenevere Abernathy, founder, LoMo Market; Jackie Craig, co-founder, Green Chair Project

Day of INnovation

I

F YOU’RE AN INNOVATOR, AN ENTREPRENEUR, OR JUST INSPIRED BY THE
ingenuity that goes into starting something new, September 10 is
your chance to learn from some of the area’s best. Two different
events make it possible to spend your day and evening meeting,
greeting, and hearing from the kinds of creative do-ers who make
the Triangle such an entrepreneurial hotbed.
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Photographs courtesy of Brooks Bell, Lauren Whitehurst, Nancy McFarlane, Guenevere Abernathy; Molly Paul photograph by Chris Fowler; Jackie Craig photograph by Jillian Calrk

RALEIGH

courtesy of the Angus Barn (PAVILION);
Rush Dorsett (INNOVATE)

WINnovation

WALTER and Bank of America are
pleased to present WINnovation, an elegant dinner celebrating women and innovation at
The Pavilion at the Angus Barn
on September 10. Six speakers – each of whom will give a
5-minute “WIN Talk” – include
Raleigh Mayor and MedPro RX
founder Nancy McFarlane; technology entrepreneur Brooks Bell; LoMo
Market founder Guenevere Abernathy;
SoarTriangle co-founder Lauren Whitehurst; Green Chair Project co-founder
Jackie Craig; and Raleigh Aquatic Turtle
Adoption founder Molly Paul. Each will
share her own journey of innovation and
entrepreneurship.
6 p.m.; $100 includes a three-course dinner
with wine; The Pavilion at the Angus Barn,
9401 Glenwood Ave.; tickets available in
advance only at waltermagazine.com

F L Y

The Pavilion at the Angus Barn

Innovate Raleigh Summit

That same day, Innovate Raleigh, a local
nonprofit focused on fostering entrepreneurship city-wide, will host its fourth
annual summit at Market Hall from 1:30
to 7:30 p.m. This year’s theme is inclusivity, especially within city and community development. After lunch, a panel
discussion will feature instrumental
Raleigh developers including John Kane
of Kane Realty, Patrice Gilmore of Holt
Brothers Construction, and John Holmes
of Hobby Properties. Keynote speaker
Nzinga Shaw, the chief diversity and

A W A Y

ALL 2015/16 SEASON
SHOWS ON SALE NOW!

inclusion officer of the Atlanta
Hawks and Philips Arena organization, will offer an organizational perspective on inclusivity.
Then, Shaw will join a few of the
panelists and other local executives from companies including
Rex Healthcare, Lonerider Beer,
BitMonster Games, and Mint
Design blog to facilitate breakout small group sessions. The
day concludes with an informal happy
hour. 1:30 - 7:30 p.m.; $65; 215 Wolfe St.;
innovateraleigh.com

W I T H

U S !

TICKETS
START AT
JUST $25!

NCTHEATRE.COM | 919-831-6941 X6944

Gourd-geous

H

ARD TO BELIEVE, BUT FALL IS APPROACHING, AND WITH IT
comes a celebration of all things autumnal. Get in the
seasonal spirit with the 74th Annual North Carolina Gourd
Arts & Crafts Festival, a celebration hosted September 12
and 13 by the North Carolina Gourd Society. It features
crafting workshops, local vendors, a display of exotic gourds, and a live
auction. “We want to introduce more people and the general public to
the world of gourds and to widen people’s horizons about all the different
things you can do with them,” says Paul Buescher, treasurer of the Gourd
Society. This year’s theme is “Gourd Bling,” so prepare to be dazzled by the
wide array of colorful veggies strutting their stuff. –Mimi Montgomery
Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Sunday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.; $2 adults and free for children under 16,
workshop students, and NC Gourd Society members; Holshouser Building, 1025 Blue Ridge Rd.;
ncgourdsociety.org/festival
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Roberts Willett

RALEIGH now

9/11 TRIBUTE

Stacy Borelli / SWANK PhotoStudio (9/11); courtesy of Callaghan Management (MUSICOAL)

Build community literally and figuratively by volunteering with fellow Raleighites
on September 11. Local businesses, civic
groups, and individuals will collectively
honor those lost on September 11, 2001
with volunteerism and acts of kindness
throughout the city. Then, at 6 p.m.,
volunteers and citizens will gather at Red
Hat Amphitheater for a commemoration and a few evening service projects.
Coordinated by Activate Good, the day
of service will have teams of volunteers
refurbishing school classrooms, packaging food to be donated, and working in
community gardens. Times and locations
vary; free; activategood.org

Dress is Coming to
North Raleigh!
Coming September 2015,
located at
The Market at Colonnade
For fall/winter consignment
appointments or in home pick up for
either location, call 919.699.6505

3528 Wade Avenue (beside Whole Foods)
919.699.6505
8511 Colonnade Center Dr., Suite 150
(Whole Foods Shopping Center)

• milly • missoni • amanda uprichard • alice & olivia • tibi • nicole

11

heritage • chanel • louis vuitton • louboutin • trina turk • alice & trixie • tory burch

RALEIGH now › SEPTEMBER

miller • shoshanna • christian dior • balenciaga • valentino • stella mccartney

robert rodriquez • diane von furstenburg • haute hippie • halston

12

MUSICOAL

A historic Raleigh venue for provocative local theatre will
become an intimate concert venue on September 12. As the
finale of its MusiCoal series, Burning Coal Theatre Company’s
Murphey School Auditorium will host female British folk rocker
Callaghan. Georgina Callaghan (the singer’s full name) has
played in the troupe’s historic renovated space before, and
she’ll be around after the show to chat and sign CDs. 7 p.m.;
$12, tickets only sold at the door; 224 Polk St.; burningcoal.org

RED HAT AMPHITHEATER, DOWNTOWN RALEIGH

Tickets On Sale Now
Call 800-745-3000

RALEIGH now › SEPTEMBER

1720

SPARKLY
BIG SHINDIG

If you’re a fan of indie and alternative rock, don’t miss The Big
Shindig music festival on September 13. Hosted by local radio
station 95x, the half-day-long lineup includes ten bands at Walnut Creek Amphitheatre. On the docket? Stone Temple Pilots,
Passion Pit, and Blues Traveler, among others. 1:30 - 10:30 p.m.;
$35 and up; 3801 Rock Quarry Rd.; newrock95x.iheart.com

Raleigh is always brimming with art, music, film, fashion, and dance.
Local nonprofit creativity incubator Visual Art Exchange brings it all
together for SPARKcon, a weekend-long festival September 17 - 20. VAE
relies on a board of volunteers from various local creative groups to organize several SPARK events – from artSPARK, with shows and receptions
in various galleries, to circusSPARK, featuring performances by acrobats,
fire dancers, and magicians. Check the SPARKcon website to get the full
scoop on the weekend’s many events, including a zumba dance party
and locally produced independent film screenings. Times, prices, and
venues vary, most venues are within downtown Raleigh; sparkcon.com

WE’VE
MOVED!

Come see our
new showroom!

3915 Beryl Rd., Raleigh, NC 27607 n 919-572-2870 n ambientefurniture.com
Shop Monday through Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday noon to 6 p.m.

courtesy of Live Nation (SHINDIG); Cerulean Blue Photography (SPARKLY)
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Discover where the locals are at VisitNorthHills.com
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SI X F

From high-end boutiques to the Triangle’s best restaurants,
North Hills is a world of local bliss for your every desire. Find the
perfect home decor, indulge in a spa treatment, or join a stateof-the-art gym. Invite guests to stay a while at Raleigh’s premier
hotels and enjoy the bounty of entertainment including concerts,
a 14-screen cinema, bowling, and the new Midtown Park!
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Imagining
dragons
W
HEN A FRIEND APPROACHED LILY CHAN A
couple of years ago about starting a dragon
boat festival in Raleigh, she was hesitant.
“Are you kidding me?” Chan said. The
founder and president of the Asian Focus
group, which aids Asian Americans, worried her nonprofit
organization was too young. “We are only about four years old.
This is a huge project and there is a lot of organizing involved.”
Yet she dove in. And last September, the group hosted
its first annual Dragon Boat Festival. Fourteen community
and corporate teams participated in the race, and more than
3,000 people came to watch. This year, on September 19, Chan
predicts over 20 race teams will compete, and as many as 5,000
fans will cheer them on.
Dragon boat racing is originally associated with the Duanwu Festival, a Chinese holiday that commemorates the death of
the Chinese poet Qu Yuan. When the poet was banished from
the Emperor’s court, he jumped into a nearby river; the local
villagers attempted to save him by racing out in their boats, and
the tradition of dragon boat racing was born.
In recent years, dragon boat racing has boomed in popularity. The tradition has evolved beyond the Chinese holiday
and become a beloved sport, with multiple festivals in over 60
countries dedicated to celebrating the act of racing itself. Orig-

inally popular in Hong Kong and Europe, the sport made its
way over to Canada and has now trickled down into the United
States – even all the way down into North Carolina. In May,
Charlotte celebrated
its 16th annual Asian
Festival and Dragon
Boat Festival.
In Raleigh, Asian
Focus partnered with
Pan Am Dragon Boat
Association, a Florida
dragon boat production company, which
provided boats. While
each boat has a sleek,
streamlined structure
for modern day racing,
the ornate dragon
heads and tails are a
nod to ancient Chinese origins.
Each racing team
is composed of 20
paddlers, a drummer
photographs by JILL KNIGHT
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who keeps the pace, and a team member at the back
of the boat who steers. Needless to say, a great deal
of synchronization is required. “The key is not how
strong you are, it’s the organization,” says Yun Chuu,
vice president of operations for Asian Focus.
Some teams are made up of experienced dragon
boat racers, such as the Raleigh Dragon Boat Club.
Others will be out there just for fun – many local corporations, school clubs, and community groups have
formed teams as a way to bond and increase cultural
awareness. “Last year, one of the school groups that
had no experience whatsoever won the championship in the B Division,” Chuu says with a smile. “They
were so happy.”
In addition to the races, the festival will host over
60 booths and 32 performances throughout the day.
There will be live music, a children’s area with games,
food, a health fair, a magician, and even an international fashion show. Each activity is targeted to boost
cultural and international appreciation. “This is more
of an international festival instead of just a Chinese
holiday,” says Chan. “It’s beyond just that … Our
objective is to promote diversity, to promote culture,

‘Merri’
& Bright

Holiday Parties at The Merrimon-Wynne House
500 NORTH BLOUNT STREET, RALEIGH, NC 27604
WWW.MERRIMONWYNNE.COM

to promote cultural understanding, and then offer all
these different facets of tradition and ethnicity and
bring people together cross culturally.”
–Mimi Montgomery
Sept. 19, 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.; free; Koka Booth Amphitheatre,
8003 Regency Parkway; dragonboatnc.wix.com.
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SURROUND SOUND
We are proud to be a

premier retailer

NORTH HILLS · 4209 LASSITER MILL RD · RALEIGH, NC · (919) 785-0787

WWW.SHOPQUINTESSENTIALS.COM

YOU’LL HAVE THE TI
TIME OF YOUR LIFE.

19
BUGFEST

SEPT 8-13 800-745-3000

RALEIGH MEMORIAL

TICKETS START
AS LOW AS $27!

DUKEENERGYCENTERRALEIGH.COM
BOX OFFICE - MON-FRI 9AM - 5:30PM
GROUPS 10+: 919-996-8707

Warning: Bugs take over the North Carolina Museum of Natural
Sciences September 19. BugFest brings more than 100 exhibits,
crafts, and activities designed to get people to learn about and
interact with bugs of all types. This year’s featured critters are cicadas. Brave eaters can check out Café Insecta, where chefs from
restaurants like Bida Manda and Buku prepare dishes from edible
bugs. This year, there will also be a beekeeping workshop geared
toward beginners. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.; free; 11 W. Jones St.; bugfest.org

courtesy of CAMI Music at the Radio City Music Hall (SOUND); Matt Zeher (BUG)

Matouk
Peacock Alley
Royal Crown Derby
Simon Pearce
William Yeoward

Lord of the Rings fans will delight in this movie screening. For
two back-to-back nights September 18 and 19, The Fellowship
of the Ring will play on a big screen at Red Hat Amphitheater,
but the entire musical score will be performed live by the
North Carolina Symphony, the North Carolina Master Chorale, and The Raleigh Boychoir. It’s sure to take the drama up
a notch and make for an engrossing film experience. 7:30 p.m.;
$38.20 and up; 500 S. McDowell St.; redhatamphitheater.com
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DATAPALOOZA

HQ Raleigh and Forward Impact’s third annual statewide
DataPalooza, an open-data competition, has been underway
since early June. Local experts, innovators, and entrepreneurs
have been meeting and developing solutions using data from
federal, state, and local sources to create positive community
change. It all culminates on Demo Day on September 21, when
teams will exhibit final products. This year’s competition challenge topics are health, economic development, and safety and
justice. 5 - 8 p.m.; $35 includes beer and small bites; The Annex at
Red Hat Tower, 190 E. Davie St.; ncdatapalooza.com

S ha d es , S hu t t ers & B l i n ds
Dra p erie s & Val a n c e s
Wa llco v ering s & Flo o r c o v e r i n gs

courtesy of HQ Raleigh (DATA); courtesyof Walk for Hope (HOPE)

Cu s to m B e ddi n g & Pi l l o ws

24

BUILDING
HOPE

Foundation of Hope, a nonprofit that
supports the
the Triangle,
research and treatment of mental illness in
will host its annual benefit gala on September 24 at The Pavilion at the Angus Barn (see Givers, page 117, for a feature about
the Foundation and its founders). This year’s keynote speaker is
Zak Williams, son of late actor Robin Williams. It will be one of
his first public speaking engagements since his father’s passing. The Evening of Hope also includes a five-course dinner
with wine pairings from Taylor’s Wine Shop, and both live and
silent auctions. 6 p.m.; $500 per seat, $5,000 for a 10-seat table;
9401 Glenwood Ave.; walkforhope.com

Fu rnitu re & Acc e s s o r i e s
K itchen & Ba t h D e s i gn

The only decorating
source you’ll ever need!
5850 Fayetteville Rd., Suite 104
Durham, NC 27713
919-806-3638

sewfine2.com
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Made and played in Raleigh

HYPER LOCAL
HYPER
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While he never necessarily planned to expand Hopscotch beyond music, the partnership was a natural fit. “The design fest
is representative of what’s going on,” Lowenhagen says. “There’s
such a strong design community here. That’s just Raleigh – it’s
on the forefront, and we want to be there with that.”
This year marks the sixth installation of Hopscotch Music,
which has garnered national acclaim for its jam-packed lineup
with a fiercely local bent. “We’re known as sort of an indie
rock festival,” Lowenhagen says, “but I wish we weren’t in some
ways. The idea about Hopscotch music is, essentially, that if
you’re a metal fan, you can just go see metal bands for three
days and never know the rest of the festival’s going on, and still
have an experience as if it’s just a metal festival. The same goes
for hip hop. The same goes for electronic music.” Odds are,
though, that you’ll come across somebody or something new.
The hope is that attendees apply that same open mind to
the design offerings, too. “I think everyone can say that they
have a type of music they love,” says Marie Schacht, this year’s
Hopscotch Design coordinator. “The goal of Design Fest is

Courtesy of Centerline

I

HOPSCOTCH

F YOU’VE BEEN DOWNTOWN DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF
September in the last five years, you’ve likely stumbled
upon Hopscotch Music Fest. “We’re one of the few
festivals in America our size that uses the existing city
infrastructure,” says organizer Greg Lowenhagen. “We
didn’t put it in a field and fence off a large plot of land where
you have to buy all of your beer and food.” Instead, bands – the
acts are always at least 40 percent local – play in Raleigh’s own
venues, from Raleigh City Plaza, CAM, and Fletcher Opera
Theater to Neptune’s, The Pour House, and Kings Barcade. The
idea, as its name implies, is to hop around the city to catch
shows.
It was an idea that resonated with Matt Muñoz of brand
management firm New Kind. “Not only was the city completely alive, with people all over the place and amazing bands,”
he says, “but there was a discovery element, too. You’re seeing
all these different bands, whether you know them or not. We
thought, what would that be like for a design festival?” The
question piqued Lowenhagen’s interest, too. Last year a two-day
Hopscotch Design Fest debuted on the two weekdays preceding the weekend-long Hopscotch Music Fest.
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to engage more people that don’t necessarily identify with
design, and help them realize that they can have a favorite
designer and they can have a favorite way they like to create
design. The same way that anyone can consume music, anyone
can consume design.”
“I mean, we design Hopscotch Music Fest,” Lowenhagen
points out. Muñoz boils it down even further: “To design is
to create with intent. To do it on purpose.”
Hopscotch Design takes place September 9 and 10; Hopscotch Music September 10 - 12.

Here are a few highlights:
INNOVATOURS
September 9, 5 p.m., Warehouse District
Hopscotch Design, Innovate Raleigh, and HQ Raleigh are all partnering for a free walkable tour of almost three dozen local creative
companies in the downtown warehouse district. Stops will include
American Underground, Citrix, and Raleigh Denim, and it all culminates in a giant block party.
JAKE LEVITAS
September 10, afternoon, Warehouse District
Raleigh native Jake Levitas will lead a workshop on prototyping
city aspects in quick and lightweight ways, and discuss prototypes’
impact on urban development. Levitas is a leader in urban
prototyping and co-founded the Market Street Prototyping Festival
in San Francisco.
PHIL COOK
September 10, 11 p.m., Fletcher Opera Theater
Durhammite Phil Cook, also of band Megafaun, will debut his full
solo record Thursday night. Everybody who played on the record
will be on stage to play the record live from beginning to end.
DWIGHT YOAKAM
September 12, 8:45 p.m., City Plaza
The main act of Hopscotch Music’s first all-country night on a main
stage is Dwight Yoakam, who Lowenhagen calls “one of the most
important voices in country music history.” Punk band X will open,
which is not a random choice. In Yoakam’s early days, he couldn’t
quite find an ear for his off-brand version of country music in Nashville, so he headed to L.A. and played anywhere he could, including
punk clubs. At one point, he opened for X. “They’re both complete
legends,” Lowenhagen says. “It’s going to be fun.”

–Jessie Ammons

Hopscotch Design Fest: $175 for a two-day pass; hopscotchdesignfest.com
Hopscotch Music Fest: single show access starts at $35, $165 for a threeday pass; hopscotchmusicfest.com

Over 35 Years of Award Winning Interior Design.
RALEIGH, NC
TEL: 919.852.0570
W W W. D E S I G N L I N E S LT D . C O M

CONNECTING YOU TO
THE WORLD OF LUXURY.
Luxury real estate is far more than a transaction.
It’s about living the life you deserve.

We know a commitment at this level requires a rock-solid
relationship with experts who truly understand worldwide and
local markets. With a global network with 50 years of proven
results, and as the luxury leader in the Carolinas, we can connect
you to the world of luxury.
Because anything is possible when you know the right people.
For more information, call 1-866-743-1101
or visit allentate.luxuryportfolio.com.
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O AHEAD AND BEGIN WORKING UP
AN appetite now for the food and
drink festival TerraVita, taking place
October 8 - 10. Now in its sixth
year, the event has grown from a
celebration of the Triangle’s food artisans into a
who’s who of the Southeast’s culinary scene.
Held in and around Chapel Hill, TerraVita spans
three days and includes gourmet dinners, cocktail
hours, a tasting event, and educational workshops.
Called the Sustainable Classroom, the workshops
comprise hour-and-fifteen-minute long sessions
with themes like “Me, Myself, and Ribeye,” an
exploration of home butchery, including input from
Cheetie Kumar of Garland; and “North Carolina
in Five Plates,” an interpretation of the South’s
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culinary history through five dishes ranging from
sweet to savory, all prepared by cookbook authors.
There’s also a cocoa class hosted by The News &
Observer’s Andrea Weigl, where Jael Rattigan of
French Broad Chocolates in Asheville and Daniel
Benjamin of Lucettegrace will create bite-sized
versions of cocoa dishes both sweet and salty.
There’s also a hard cider class. And one on sour
beers. And one on cooking with lard. And one on
pairing wine and cheese according to region. The
list goes on.
On the dinner front, there are a few options,
but don’t miss Friday night’s barbecue-themed
collaborative feast with chefs, pitmasters, and
farmers. Among the night’s culinary team standouts
are Ashley Christensen of AC Restaurants and Jason

Peter Taylor Photo
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Sarah Logan Photography (TERRAVITA); courtesy of PineCone (TUNES)
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Stanhope of FIG in Charleston, the James Beard
Foundation’s Best Chef of the Southeast awardwinners of the last two years.
The festival culminates Saturday afternoon,
when a grand tasting tented event offers bites and
sips from an impressive roster of chefs, distillers,
brewers, coffee roasters, and other food artisans.
All TerraVita events are zero-waste and emphasize
sustainable and organically produced fare. It’s a lot
to digest, which is why we’re giving you the headsup now.
–Jessie Ammons

29-31

TUNES FOR THE PICKIN’

As part of Raleigh’s beloved annual World of Bluegrass festival,
the International Bluegrass Music Association puts on a Bluegrass
Ramble September 29 through October 1. (See profile, page 64, about
Festival visionary William Lewis.) Named after a famous Bill Monroe instrumental, the Ramble is a series of showcases in venues
throughout downtown Raleigh. The idea is to meander – or ramble
– your way through, discovering new bluegrass musicians all along
the way. Tune into the other World of Bluegrass events, too, happening from September 29 through October 3. 7 p.m. - 2 a.m.; $25
and up; locations vary; ibma.org

Event prices vary and
range from $45 to
$110;
an all-inclusive threeday pass is $475.
Learn more at terravitaevent.com.

New
Shipment
of Antiques
just in from

England &
France!
A Family
Business Providing
Period Antiques
with Integrity,
Service & Value
since 1930

WHITEHA

ANTI

ES

A Tuscan villa filled with over 7,500 sq. ft. of fine antiques —
a treasure trove of unique items for your home or collection.

1213 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill
919.942.3179 | whchnc@aol.com
Monday to Saturday: 11am - 6pm
www.WhitehallAntiques.com
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IMAGINATION GONE WILD
Retirement is on the horizon.
Make sure you look at the whole picture.
If we talk about where you’re headed,
your financial picture becomes clear.
Mason&Clark Wealth Management Group of Wells Fargo Advisors
Richard Mason Jr.
Senior Vice President – Investments
8540 Colonnade Center Dr., Ste. 101
Raleigh, NC 27615
Direct: 919-841-5358
richard.e.mason@wellsfargoadvisors.com
masonandclark.wfadv.com
JoAnna Clark, CFP®
Senior Vice President – Investment Officer
8540 Colonnade Center Dr., Ste. 101
Raleigh, NC 27615
Direct: 919-841-5343
joanna.clark1@wellsfargoadvisors.com
masonandclark.wfadv.com
Investment and Insurance Products:

NOT FDIC Insured

NO Bank Guarantee

MAY Lose Value

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC, Member SIPC, is a registered broker-dealer and a separate non-bank affiliate ofWells Fargo & Company.
© 2014Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC. All rights reserved. 0214-01334 [93128-v1] A1706 (1268871_457766)

Paperhand is a Saxapahaw puppet company that makes
massive, zany, creative contraptions. Every year, the company showcases its hard work at the historic outdoor Forest
Theatre in Chapel Hill. Luckily, if you miss the performances
through September 7, they’re coming to the North Carolina
Museum of Art September 11 - 13. This year’s show is called
A Drop in the Bucket: The Big Dreams of Tiny Things. Prepare to
watch a puppet extravaganza that will include larger-thanhuman-sized puppets, masks, stilted dancers, and live music,
among other elements. 7 p.m., 3 p.m. matinee on September 6;
$15, $8 for kids; 123 S. Boundary St., Chapel Hill; paperhand.org

11

SEINFELD

Known for his popular ’90s sitcom, Jerry Seinfeld will perform a stand-up comedy show at the Durham Performing
Arts Center on September 11. He’s made a name for himself
by joking about entirely mundane subjects. Last year’s night
of relatable humor was such a hit that this year, Seinfeld
will present two back-to-back showtimes. 7 and 9:30 p.m.;
$78.47 and up; 123 Vivian St., Durham; dpacnc.com

courtesy of Paperhand Puppet Intervention (IMAGINATION); Amy Sussman/Invision for Citi Cards/AP Images (SEINFELD)
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JIMMY

CHOO

saks.com

Raleigh, Triangle Town Center
7700 OLD WAKE FOREST RD. 919.792.9100

152489_WALTER_CHOO3_M.indd 1
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GATHER
round
I
T’S NO SECRET THAT THE TRIANGLE IS HOME TO A BUSTLING
entrepreneurial scene filled with artistic craftspeople. That’s
clear the moment you walk into Gather, a one-of-a-kind gift
shop and co-working space in downtown Cary. This eclectic
spot is home to an array of home decor, jewelry, stationery, and
culinary treats, most of which are made by local artisans and carefully
chosen by Michelle Smith, the shop’s owner.
The back of the shop hosts a cheerful co-working community
where members rent offices and meet in communal space with other
local entrepreneurs. And, of course, no good work space would be complete without an ample supply of caffeine, which Gather provides with
a bar stocked with handmade sodas, local chocolates and pastries, and
barista-prepared, regionally roasted coffee and tea.
Be sure to sign up for one of Gather’s September classes soon. After
this month, the Cary location will close and its headquarters will move
to downtown Raleigh on Franklin St., where Smith is creating a studio and pop-up shop that will carry a more tailored selection of local
wares. Don’t worry, you won’t have to go without your Gather fix for
long – she anticipates the new place to be open by mid-October.
–Mimi Montgomery
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UPCOMING CLASSES

Block Printing Basics with Erica Fink
Sept. 3, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
$40
Weaving 101 with Erica Fink
Sept. 10 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
$40
Quilting Basics with Kelsey Boes
Sept. 15, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
$40

Create your own Stationery Workshop with
One & Only
Sept. 22, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
$55
Poet’s Café
Sept. 24, 7 - 9 p.m.
111 West Chatham St., Cary; Tuesday-Friday:
10 a.m. – 6 p.m., Saturday: 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.,
Sunday: 1 - 5 p.m.; Cary location closes Oct. 1;
gathernc.com

courtesy of Michelle Smith
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illustration by Laura Frankstone (LAURA); courtesy of The Lone Bellow (BELLOW)
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19,
26
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THE LONE BELLOW

LAURALINES

Chapel Hill-based artist Laura Frankstone, whose illustrations have
beautified the pages of WALTER, will lead a three-week sketching series
at the Nasher Museum in Durham September 12, 19, and 26. Each session will build upon the other while developing and practicing various
skills and techniques. All levels are welcome. 10 a.m. - 12 noon; free with
$5 museum admission; 2001 Campus Dr., Durham; nasher.duke.edu

The Lone Bellow’s acoustic-heavy, soulful take on folk Americana has earned the trio a cult following. Their roots are
in Tennessee but they now consider Brooklyn, N.Y. home.
Among their local tour stops is a September 22 show at The
Haw River Ballroom, a restored cotton mill in Saxapahaw.
Arrive early to eat dinner at The Eddy Pub, which shares
a building with the concert venue. 8 p.m.; $20 and up; 1711
Saxapahaw-Bethlehem Church Rd., Saxapahaw; hawriverballroom.com

Join family for lunch al fresco at the marina.
Captain a skiff out to Masonboro Island.
Relax in the splendor of sunset on the harbor.
Just another day on the island.

VisitWrightsvilleBeach.com

800-650-8921

“Playing Old Chatham was
one of the most memorable
rounds I’ve enjoyed in my
30 years as a golfer.
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One of the things that
stands out most is the
peaceful, beautiful setting.
I truly feel as if I discovered
a golf oasis, right in the
middle of North Carolina!”

HILLSBOROUGH ART

Opening receptions at the Hillsborough Gallery of
Arts are always a worthy excuse for a jaunt to this
charming, literary small town. During the monthly Last Friday art walk on September 25, stop by
the communally owned and operated space to see
In The Mind’s Eye, featuring fused glass, paintings,
and photography by three local artists. The exhibit
will be on display through October 25. 6 - 9 p.m.;
free; 121 N. Churton St., Hillsborough; hillsboroughgallery.com

— David Glenn,
The David Glenn Show

2015 #1 Ranked
Triangle Golf Course
by the NC Panel of Raters

2015 #1 Ranked
Private Golf Club
by Triangle Business Journal

(919) 361-1400
oldchathamgolf.org

BY ANY OTHER NAME

Don’t just plop them in a vase. Learn what you can
do with cut flowers at a rose arranging workshop on
September 26. Witherspoon Rose Culture in Durham,
famed for its rose expertise, cares for some of the most
beautiful gardens in the area. Learn how to design an
arrangement for your home that features roses, perennials, and other simple greenery. Call ahead to reserve
your spot, as class space is limited. 10 - 11 a.m.; $20; 3312
Watkins Rd., Durham; witherspoonrose.com, call 1-800-6430315 to register

courtesy of Hillsborough Gallery of Arts (ART); Catherine Nguyen (BY ANY OTHER)
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THIS
T H IS PLACE
PL ACE HAS
H A S A CENTURY
CEN T U RY OF
OF STORIES
STOR I ES T
TO
OT
TELL.
EL L .

$379* Pinehurst Spa Package
One night at The Carolina
Overﬂowing breakfast buffet
One 50-minute spa treatment

What will your story be?
Village of Pinehurst, North Carolina • 855.210.2136 • pinehurst.com
*Rate is per person, per night based on double occupancy. Valid 9.10-11.7.15. Subject to tax and resort service fee. Some restriction apply.

© 2015 Pinehurst, LLC

Since 1895, guests have arrived at Pinehurst seeking relaxation and departed with
memories to last a lifetime. They ﬁnd solace in the soft swaying ferns on the hotel
veranda, the sweet pine air on the fairways of our golf courses and the tranquility of
our New England-style village. No matter what inspires your visit to Pinehurst, you’ll
have plenty to talk about when you leave. Visit Pinehurst.com for all package options.

Taste your Selection...
Savor the Moment...
Bottle the Experience.
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PLAN B

Browse our selection of fresh extra-virgin olive oil from around the
world and our 25 STAR premium balsamic vinegar from Modena, Italy.
Layfayette Village, 8480 Honeycutt Rd #118 Raleigh, NC 27615 • 919-845-7266

Locally owned and operated

26,
27
F R ID AY
SEP T EMBER 2 5
7–11

PM

T I C K E T S : naturalsciences.org/gala

CARRBORO MUSIC FESTIVAL

Carrboro Music Festival will take over downtown Carrboro on
September 26 and 27. The annual event brings more than 150
performances to 25 different stages – there’s the famed Cat’s
Cradle and other smaller venues, but rooftops and restaurant
patios become fair game, too. Shows – all by local performers –
usually begin around 1 p.m. and continue late into the evening,
and streets are closed for much of the day to encourage a merry
atmosphere. Showtimes vary; most performances free; carrboromusicfestival.com

courtesy of Fuquay-Varina Downtown Association (PLAN B); Scott Scala (MUSIC)

Bakeware • Stoneware • Gifts
Gourmet Food and Charcuterie • Honey

The annual International Bluegrass Festival in Raleigh inspired
Fuquay-Varina’s BBQ, Blues & Brews celebration on September 26
in the town’s historic retail district. There will be a BBQ cookoff judged by attendees and qualified judges. Other food trucks
and vendors will be on hand, as will ample local craft beer. Live
and local traditional music will play throughout the day, and
a portion of the celebration’s proceeds will be donated to the
Raleigh bluegrass festival. 3 - 8 p.m.; $15 for a BBQ tasting ticket;
Broad Street, Fuquay-Varina; fuquay-varinadowntown.com

NOT ALL

BRIDES
WEAR

WHITE.
With its beautiful weather, welcoming people, and venues ranging from
upscale to rustic, Chapel Hill and Orange County invites couples to host
the wedding of their dreams here at the edge of the Triangle.
We’ll even help you plan it at no charge. Simply contact Chapel Hill’s
wedding coordinator, Marlene Barbera, at mbarbera@visitchapelhill.org
or 919.245.4323 to plan an event that’s as unique as your love.

VISITCHAPELHILL.ORG

—————•—————

HOME OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

—————•—————
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“We wanted this to be a little community for runners where everyone felt comfortable, from the best of runners to people who had
never run before.”
– Kimberlie Meeker, co-owner, Runologie

K

IMBERLIE MEEKER AND BRENT FRANCESE
(above) have been running since they were
kids. Both graduates of N.C. State, they
remained in the Raleigh area after graduation, kept running, and saw an opening for a specialty
running store downtown. “We wanted something that
was more of a boutique,” says Meeker. Last December,
they opened Runologie, a store that focuses on a one-onone relationship with customers. Meeker and Francese
offer training programs for runners of all levels and work
with customers individually to find the best gear for

their bodies. Runologie is also committed to supporting the downtown community. The store partners with
local businesses in events like First Friday and showcases
Raleigh products like Feelgoodz flip-flops and Videri
chocolate. “All of us are very focused on downtown and
really concerned about how to develop viable retail,” says
Francese. “Something that’s not going to be here for five
years – but for ten, twenty, or thirty years.” That kind of
legacy is a serious goal: “We want a brand that can last
that long and that we can pass to our kids.”
–Mimi Montgomery

Runologie: 401-B Hillsborough St. and runologieraleigh.com.
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SEPTEMBER 11-13
RALEIGH CONVENTION CENTER

FEATURING

3 DAYS ONLY!
SHOP, COMPARE &
SAVE WITH HUNDREDS
OF HOME EXPERTS ALL
UNDER ONE ROOF!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PARKING IS AVAILABLE IN NEARBY GARAGES FOR $7.
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

SEE KEVIN O’CONNOR,
HOST OF THE PBS SERIES
THIS OLD HOUSE, ON
STAGE FRIDAY & SATURDAY.

USE PROMO CODE: WALTER

DowntownRaleighHomeShow.com
DowntownRaleighHomeShow.com

OUR Town

The

Usual

Chris Corchiani grills hot dogs for customers on the last
Sunday of every month at his Marathon gas station at Five
Points. Son Hugo (in red and orange jersey) helps out.

“Whenever you’re doing something for someone, it’s just a good
feeling. And so for us, each last Sunday of the month is almost like
a party.”
–Chris Corchiani, owner, Marathon gas station at Five Points

C

HRIS CORCHIANI IS A MAN WHO KNOWS HIS
hot dogs. The revered former N.C. State
basketball player was the first in NCAA
history to record 1,000 assists and is now a
local Raleigh businessman. He bought the Marathon
gas station at Five Points two years ago (still known
as the “Star Flight” by longtime locals); since then,
he has been serving free hot dogs to his customers
on the last Sunday of every month. The event has
quickly become a monthly tradition. He started out
giving away around 100 hot dogs. Word spread, and
these days he grills up about 200. The folks who come

are not just his customers. Some, he says, are simply
grateful for a free meal. That’s fine with him. “I wanted to do something that’d be a little different, give
back to the community … The people that have frequented all these establishments are really loyal to us,”
he says. He tries to keep things interesting and fun,
offering face painting and balloon animals, or having
his son, Hugo, perform magic tricks. One unintended
result is that Corchiani says he is now considered the
resident grilling expert at every cookout he attends.
“At least now I think I know what I’m doing,” he says
with a laugh.
–Mimi Montgomery

Corchiani gives away free hot dogs every last Sunday of the month from 4 – 7 p.m.
at the Marathon gas station, 1641 Glenwood Ave.
photograph by MISSY MCCLAMB
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CONQUERING GOALS.
CREATING COMMUNITIES.
Since 2002

It’s a new beginning - for you and for O2 Fitness. With newly renovated clubs
complete with upgrades like hot yoga, barre programs, new equipment and
state-of-the-art cycle studios, we’ve never been more ready to get you in the best
shape of your life. Visit us online for a free trial to any of our 12 locations.
www.o2fitnessclubs.com
www
.o2fitnessclubs.com

OUR Town

Game

plan

“I can’t wait for the Meredith College Sizzlin’ September concert. I have
been a student at Meredith for the past two years and this is always one
of my favorite things.” –Kate Peacock, Miss North Carolina, Meredith College junior

M

ISS NORTH CAROLINA KATE PEACOCK,
20, was crowned in June. The pride
she takes in the role is not about the
title, she says, or even the personal
recognition. “I always liked local things, and I loved
school.” That’s why she began competing in pageants
as an elementary schooler in Dunn: “I wanted to represent my schools.” She moved on to the Outstanding
Teen Pageant in high school, which ultimately led to
competing in Miss North Carolina. Her love of local
applies to her college town, too. For these four years,

Kate considers herself a full-blown Raleighite, taking
advantage of all the city has to offer. This month, that
includes Meredith’s Sizzlin’ September concert. It’s
open to the public, which she appreciates as a bridge
between her peers and the wider Raleigh community.
She’ll be at the September 27 Easton Corbin performance after competing in the Miss America pageant
on September 13. “While just being on stage is a
dream come true,” she says, “my ultimate goal is to
bring the crown back to North Carolina.”
–Jessie Ammons

Sizzlin’ September: country singer Dylan Scott will open for another country act, Easton Corbin; 6 p.m.; $10;
Meredith College Amphitheater, 3800 Hillsborough St.; meredith.edu
Watch Kate Peacock in the Miss America pageant at 9 p.m. on September 13 on ABC.
photograph by TRAVIS LONG
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OUR Town

off

Duty

“When you waltz to Nine Inch Nails or Pearl Jam, it’s like, holy cow,
this is fun.”
– Larry Larson, founder and CEO, Larry’s Coffee

N

INE YEARS AGO, LARRY LARSON’S DOCTOR
asked the now 50-year-old coffee roaster
and entrepreneur about his work-life
balance. He had none. “I love what I do,”
he told his doctor, and he did it all the time. But in
an effort to find a healthy – and completely different – activity from sustainable coffee roasting, Larson
learned how to waltz. Then he met contemporary
social dance teacher Richard Powers, an advocate of
classic dancing to offbeat music. It was a game-changer. “Whether it’s waltz or polka or tango, I just can’t
get enough.” Now, Larson and girlfriend Lori Langdon travel across the country to attend Richard Powers workshops. “Dancing to modern music is a big

deal, versus to fuddy-duddy music, which I don’t care
for,” he says. His current favorites include waltzing to
Beck, polkaing to The Decemberists, and schottischeing to Green Day.
When in Raleigh, the pair meet at the Larry’s
Coffee roasting warehouse to practice. They’ve talked
about building a spot near the warehouse to host
open contemporary social dances, but they’re in
no hurry: “One thing at a time,” Larson says. In the
meantime, “we love local music festivals like Shakori
Hills and LEAF in Black Mountain.” There, you’ll
usually find him waltzing. “It’s consistently my most
favorite dance.”
–Jessie Ammons
photograph by TRAVIS LONG
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TAKE OWNERSHIP

OF YOUR LIFE.

Your life is your own at The Cypress of Raleigh, the area’s premier Senior Living community.
As a member (and owner) you’ll enjoy an array of services, amenities and benefits that will allow
you to lead the life you’ve always dreamed of.
■

■
■
■

■
■

Gated community with exquisite Villa and Cottage homes
situated on 45 beautiful, landscaped acres
Four dining options (from casual to elegant) along with free home delivery
Heated Indoor Swimming Pool & Spa, Fitness and Aerobics Rooms
All the benefits of home ownership – equity, potential appreciation,
flexibility to sell and tax benefits among others
The safety and security of a debt-free community
Our 5-star onsite Rosewood Health Center offers wellness
programs, skilled nursing, rehabilitation & memory care

8801 Cypress Lakes Drive
Raleigh, NC 27615

To learn more or to arrange a tour, call 919.518.8918 or visit TheCypressofRaleigh.com

Raleighites

GAMER DEMI-GOD

Cliff Bleszinski, CEO and founder of Boss Key Productions.
His studio is the latest and largest crew to join an easily
overlooked – but widely respected – cadre of video-game
developers in the City of Oaks.
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IT’S UNREAL
Game time
in Raleigh

C

by ANDREW KENNEY

photographs by TIM LYTVINENKO

CLIFF BLESZINSKI LIVED ON THE INTERNET BEFORE THE REST OF US DID.
The video-game chat rooms of the late 1990s buzzed about his
work, and they exploded when “CliffyB” himself logged on. He was
a hotshot developer with dyed hair of various shades and a love of
Lamborghinis. He was the outspoken playboy of an industry that
wasn’t then known for playboys or a whole lot of speaking, public
or otherwise.

You lived in Cliff’s world if you owned one of the 20 million copies of the Gears of
War series, which he created at Epic Games in Cary. If you have ever dug a spinning
chainsaw mounted on an assault rifle into a juiced-up albino alien, then you have experienced Bleszinski’s sensibilities. The guy is a Steven Spielberg of sci-fi shooters, a
demi-god among gamers.
“Well, it’s the best kind of fame,” he says over beer at The Raleigh Times Bar. “I go
to a video game conference, I walk two feet and everybody's saying hey. In town, I only
get recognized every week and a half, you know? Unless I drive one of the fun cars.”
Now he’s the latest Raleigh player to join a new version of the game. Last year,
Bleszinski crammed a brand-new development studio into a historic office overlooking
downtown’s Fayetteville Street. The new company, Boss Key Productions, is the largest
crew to join an easily overlooked – but widely respected – cadre of video game developers in the City of Oaks.
Together, they represent a smaller, leaner breed in the gaming industry. A block
east of Bleszinski’s office, the four brothers at Foursaken Media have left steady jobs
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and put off traditional careers to make games for mobile devices. Bleszinski’s neighbors just west are BitMonster Games, a
favorite for its richly painted games. In North Raleigh, Imangi
Studios has distributed more than a billion copies of its Temple
Run series.
“There was a time when the means of production and
means of distribution were locked up. You needed $20 million
to make a game,” says Mike Capps, former president of Epic
Games. New technology has torn that barrier down, he says,
seeding the revival of a recession-wounded industry.
Nowhere more than here. From the Triangle’s suburbs to
downtown Raleigh, industry veterans and upstarts alike are
making new worlds.

Hidden in plain sight

The lettering on the door gives nothing away. No hint of a
virtual celebrity behind it, no sign of Boss Key Productions. The
building’s early-1900s facade would fit on any of downtown’s
major streets, and its front window reveals nothing but an empty hall. The keypad-locked elevator opens to a small room on the
third floor, barely wide enough to fit two desks.
“We've had a big hiring spurt, so now this is my office,” says
Sarah Asby, office manager for Boss Key. She was the company’s
third employee, hired last year. Now there are nearly three dozen staffers.
In this rabbit warren of old-timey offices, where magistrates
once signed arrest warrents behind frosted windows, Bleszinski
has gathered some of the industry’s best programmers and artists. The rooms are packed with workstations. Explosive sounds
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rattle one door. Anguished battle cries echo behind another. Developers type away, their tables and shelves crammed with models of monsters and life-sized sci-fi guns. Their screens are filled
with virtual objects, rainbows of code, and sketches of fantastic
places.
It’s a motherlode of talent. “They’ve got the situation that
his reputation deserves,” Capps says.
The boss sits wearing headphones near a back-corner window. He’s testing the studio’s first game, tentatively titled Project
BlueStreak, with some of his team.
They have a prototype, but their building’s antiquated infrastructure is challenged by the intensity they bring. When too
many people are playing in the office, Bleszinski says, the power
starts to waver. (Their landlord, Greg Hatem, is working on it.
Hatem’s company also rents to Foursaken and BitMonster)
Most of Boss Key’s first project is still cloaked by non-disclosure agreements, but at this early stage it resembles one of
the chief executive’s early hits, a multiplayer game called Unreal
Tournament.
Bleszinski’s role in making the game is closer to movie director than programmer: He thinks about how others’ work
should come together, bringing thousands of design choices together in a single experience.
“It’s the sound the gun makes when you fire it. If it’s an energy weapon, it’s a crackling, a burning sound,” he says. “When
it hits the enemy, what kind of blood effects come off them? You
know, movement – how’s the player’s acceleration? What's the
arc of their jump?”
These are questions that developers have been asking for

GAMERS F2F

Boss Key programmers, artists, and executives
gather on Fridays to share their work.

decades – starting with the physics of Pong and other early hits
– but the work that’s happening in Raleigh’s small studios feels
brand-new.
Bleszinski plucked some of his developers straight out of
the modding scene, where hobbyists reprogram and remix commercial games. Others have jumped ship from Epic, the far-larger company in Cary. The whole place buzzes with the excitement of a start-up.
“That’s the exciting but scary thing about this stuff. We’ve
never set up a company before,” says Chris Mielke, senior producer and a longtime colleague of Bleszinski.

Spawning a cluster

The Internet, as usual, has changed
everything. Digital marketplaces, like
Apple’s App Store and Valve’s Steam,
have allowed small studios to reach billions of potential customers on phones,
tablets, computers, and gaming consoles without printing boxes, discs, and
manuals.
Bleszinski has the backing of a larger company, Nexon, but Raleigh’s smaller studios have fought their way into the
market with largely self-funded titles.

“You don’t need a publisher,” says Aaron Smith, an artist for
BitMonster who worked 16 years at Epic. “Like with music –
you don’t need a record deal to get your music out there any
more.”
And the market’s changing faster than ever. A small studio
with a good product and a lucky break can rack in $50,000 a
day, as Foursaken did with the construction-combat gameplay
of Block Fortress. BitMonster, meanwhile, has seen nearly 5 million downloads of its biggest hit, Gunner Z.
“We get to scratch whatever itch. We get to be super current,” says Mikey Spano, another co-founder of BitMonster. “It
makes the games really fun, and it makes them modern.”
The industry’s evolution has “given
a voice to creators, and so we’re seeing
more creative products as a result … If
you’re only spending $40,000 on it, you
can really take some risks” says Capps.
“That’s getting games made that would
have never been made before, and it’s
wonderful.”

Relentless engagement
SECRETS REVEALED

A whiteboard at BitMonster.

Bleszinski’s mind seems to be working
away almost all the time. In conversation he waits alertly for his turn to talk.
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FUN AND GAMES

At BitMonster Games, former Epic Games employees
Mikey Spano, Demond Rogers, Aaron Smith, and Matt Tonks
use an open-access platform to work on GRAV for PC.
Below: A low-tech action figure of Mr. Vendroid from
BitMonster's GRAV.

He thrives on interaction, answering nearly 150 questions in a
recent “ask me anything” session on Reddit. This is how he finds
out how people are reacting to his creations: relentless engagement.
His hundreds of thousands of followers thirst for the details that come out of his new studio, as does the gaming press
at large. He also electrifies some of the industry’s angrier types,
who dismiss him as a showboat or worse. No worries. Some of
his most vitriolic haters have tattoos of his games’ logos, he says.
“I was getting bullied on the Internet before half the kids on the
Internet were even born,” he says at Raleigh Times. “I’d rather
have people be mean and say something than say nothing at all.”
Bleszinski’s career follows the
arc of the video gaming business at large. He started an
expensive hobby and, two decades later, took a break from
a multi-billion-dollar industry.
The developer first made
his name as a teenager, when
he dropped out of his first
year of college and pitched
his way into a little company
called Epic MegaGames. He
had been working through
school nights on his ideas for
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programs, popping caffeine pills to stay half awake. Like a lot of
kids, he was more intrigued by the primitive virtual world than
its physical counterpart.
“We were raised on television,” he says. “So, the second you
can manipulate an image on a CRT tube, it’s like, ‘Oh, my God.’
You get, like, a sense of power.”
The 17-year-old’s first project for Epic was a flop. The second
was Jazz Jackrabbit, which pitted the player as a Rambo-esque
rabbit against armies of turtles in the casually bonkers style so
particular to early video games.
It was a smash – and Bleszinski had no idea what to do with
his success, except to make more games. He worked and lived in
the isolation of Southern California’s deep suburbia – “the
valley’s valley,” he says.
“All I wanted to do was work
on the game,” he says. “I didn't
care what I ate, or if I went
out and met people. All I cared
about was work back then.”
Eventually, Epic moved Bleszinski to its headquarters in
Cary. He landed near Crabtree
Valley Mall and began to cycle
through a series of personal styles. CliffyB was at times

bleached, then red-headed, then shaggy.
There’s a PC Gamer cover, he recalls, where
he and his colleagues are dressed up “like
bad extras in The Matrix.”
“Yeah, I was just trying too hard,” he
says now. In truth, behind the devil-maycare image, he ended up in his late twenties with huge responsibilities. By 2005,
he was driving the project that would become Gears of War, a tent-pole franchise
for Epic. And he was, he says, “suburban as
hell.”
“I enjoyed the fact that I had a house
that could remind me of the suburban
house outside of Boston I grew up in,” he
recalls. It helped too that he was an Internet connection away from legions of
people who generally adored him. Why go
out?
“I used to sit in my old house, during
my first marriage – I’d sit in chat rooms, have a Heineken, and
just chat with the fans,” he says.
It was the end of that marriage, in a way, that set him on a
new path, away from Epic and toward the new indie scene that
eventually would emerge in Raleigh.
“I got unplugged from the matrix,” he says of those years.
He headed first to house parties off Avent Ferry Road and clubs
on Glenwood South. There are more than a few frat boys with
drinking stories about meeting the dude who made their favorite game.
“I did my whole college, learning how to drink and be an
idiot, in my early 30s,” he says. “ … I didn't know what beer pong
was. I didn't know what flip cup was.”
Soon, he had a new set of designer jeans and a downtown
Raleigh condo. He first met one of his future employees, Romain Dura, at the Hibernian Irish Pub on one of those party
nights.
“Cliff ended up buying us a bunch of Jägerbombs on a
weeknight,” recalls Dura. “He’s kind of a celebrity. It was intimidating, a little bit.”
All this socializing was grist for Bleszinski. He started
thinking about nightlife the same way he thought about video games – about challenges and rewards and flow. He figured
out that he was more approachable standing than sitting. He
observed the city’s architecture to see how it dictated people’s
movement through a place.
“If I were to make a level where you’re fighting online
with space marines, Cary Towne Center would make a terrible
space,” he says of the suburban mall. Too many dead-ends, too
few clues of how it all fits together.
“How well can I get through the restaurant, the egresses?”
he asks. “You want to be able to get a beverage, have good service, have a conversation, and use the restroom.”
This is the stuff that would keep him busy after he “retired”
from Epic in his late 30s, three years ago. It manifested in two
ways. First, he teamed with Niall Hanley, owner of the Hiberni-

INDIE PROTOTYPE

Demond Rogers works on a trailer
for GRAV at BitMonster's office in
downtown Raleigh.

an pubs, to open The Station at Person Street.
Bleszinski certainly wasn’t designer-in-chief, but the philosophies of virtual combat translated well. One eatery under his
belt, Bleszinski launched another project with Hanley: the Raleigh Beer Garden, recently opened on Glenwood South.
But, perhaps unsurprisingly, the real world alone couldn’t
keep Cliff occupied – especially not when a new gaming scene
was just emerging around him.

Smaller competitors

Big-name, blockbuster studios employ hundreds or thousands of people to churn out titanic franchises like Call of Duty,
or Madden, or Bleszinski’s Gears of War. The most reliable games
can bring in hundreds of millions of dollars per year – often, to
hear hardcore gamers tell it, by recycling the same stale styles of
gameplay in sequel after sequel.
That stagnation became an opportunity for smaller competitors. Unburdened by over-conservative management and
high expectations, independent studios have invented genres
and found new ways to make money. They’re experimenting
not just with the form but with the process, often creating and
changing games on the fly as their customers respond.
“It’s just a whole new world in game development,” says
Tom Jackson, one of the four brothers who make up Foursaken Media. At BitMonster, the team already has welcomed hundreds of players into the prototype of its latest game: GRAV,
a multiplayer galaxy of massive and lush three-dimensional
worlds. One fan in particular plays the game like it’s a full-time
job, maintaining custom-built bases and a kingpin reputation.
The team can barely control his virtual powers.
Yes, this stuff is serious – and the game’s developers figure
this kind of gameplay might never have happened at a larger
studio.
“It never would’ve gotten green-lit, because it’s kind of insane, because of the open-ended nature of it,” says Matt Tonks,
a BitMonster programer who also cut his teeth at Epic.
And yet it is Epic that sowed some of the seeds for Raleigh’s
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FOURSAKEN MEDIA From left: Brothers Jamie, Tom, Miles, and Connor Jackson

W

hen you hear about four local
brothers starting a business together, you might guess: Pizzeria? Barber
shop? Bar? How about a boutique video-game
studio focused on the mobile market?
The Jackson brothers, who span nine years
in age, grew up amusing each other in Holly
Springs.
“We were mostly homebodies,” says Tom,
the oldest of the quartet. “You had all your
socialization right there.”
Video games like Tekken 2 or StarCraft were
part of that homebody social scene. So was
fraternal ambition. Some combination of the
brothers was always planning some project or
career path.
“We had always assumed we’d go into
web development,” Tom says. But by the time
the youngest two, Connor and Miles, finished
college, they’d all gone different ways. By then,
Jamie, the oldest Jackson, was teaching math
in Mecklenburg County and Tom was arguably
at the top of his field, working as a multimedia
producer for The New York Times. And maybe
things would have continued that way, if it
hadn’t been for one good idea and a kitchen-table talk over Christmas in 2009.
“I think I know what we can do,” Tom told
his brothers. For months, he’d watched his boss
toy with an early-model iPhone, at that point
on the market barely a year. Tom thought the
games in Apple’s new App Store were far more
primitive than the polished titles that ruled
consoles and computers.
The brothers quickly converged on the
idea for their first game: New York Zombies, a
shooting gallery of a game that was among the
first three-dimensional games to be sold for
smartphones.
There wasn’t much of a rulebook for the
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then-emerging market. Miles, the second
youngest, started coding the game’s engine
from scratch while the eldest brothers contributed in between days of work at their full-time
jobs.
Together, they figured out how to navigate
the odd dynamic of working not just with
friends but with family, and from a distance.
They tinkered not just with the spread of a virtual shotgun’s pellets, but with the tone of their
emails to one another. (“Why are you mad?”
“I’m not mad!”)
The brothers had no idea what to expect
when they submitted the finished program to
the App Store in 2010. But they knew that if
it worked, they wanted to make games for a
collective living.
It worked. Money started to materialize in
their account, seeming to flow out of the Internet in a way that intoxicates every successful
first-time developer.
The four got going right away on several
other games and by 2012 all four were working full time on the studio. They mixed and
matched genres into games with catchy names
– Bug Heroes, Sky Gnomes, Block Fortress – and
nuanced, addictive rules.
Their first successes were early examples of
the style that would turn mobile gaming into a
multibillion dollar industry. Rather than simply
solving puzzles or slicing fruit, the Jackson
brothers let their gamers build characters, earn
upgrades, and compete against others.
Of course, those early years came with low
points as well. When their games weren’t doing
well, the brothers starved for cash. One month,
they earned just $200 apiece.
So they adjusted and invented. They split
into teams, building multiple games simultaneously, allowing each brother to explore his own

ideas. “When it was a communal design, it was
a lot more friction,” Connor says. The team also
experimented with economics, switching some
games to a free-to-play model that allowed
players to buy virtual weapons and items for
real money.
When it all clicked, the studio’s engine
roared. Block Fortress, boosted by some fortuitous endorsements, was at one point earning
$50,000 a day. And as the studio built a library,
it built a revenue stream from older games that
continued to earn with little maintenance.
Today, the family venture resides on
Wilmington Street above the restaurant Gravy,
and enjoys a devoted following. Each of the
company’s announcements on social media
is met by fans eager for updates or thrilled by
the team’s work, which has grown consistently
more ambitious.
In their latest game, Heroes and Castles
2, players fight medieval battles in fantasy
landscapes, managing armies and huge castles
powered by the game engine that Miles started
building all those years ago.
Foursaken’s devotees love the company
for its attention to detail, and especially for
the way it upstages larger competitors – even
as those competitors loom larger every year.
Mobile games are expected to surpass console
games (Xbox, Nintendo, and the like) in total
revenues this year, and games like Clash of Clans
are big enough to warrant advertising in the
Super Bowl.
“More and more, people see the Super
Bowl ads. More and more, big developers are
jumping into the market,” Tom says. But he
wants Foursaken right where it is – same size,
same brothers, same name that none of them
necessarily love.
“Despite my fear, we’ve really held on.”

small-studio boom. All of BitMonster’s staff came from Epic,
and so did many of Bleszinski’s team. Moreover, it’s Epic’s technology that is powering both studios. The company’s Unreal
engine – an open-access platform that pulls art and code into
gameplay – is the skeleton for the studios’ games, helping to
place alien suns in alien skies, and to calculate how light should
filter through leaves. In the past, most small studios would have
needed a huge budget to score an engine so powerful.
“The tools have gotten so good – people with a natural talent aren’t obstructed by archaic tools. They just make what’s in
their head,” says BitMonster’s Spano.
Meanwhile, Boss Key’s game, Project BlueStreak, is in
“pre-alpha.” Unlike its peers in Raleigh, the year-old company
hasn’t yet released a commercial product. But the buzz is building, and the studio staff is trying to keep it that way.
“A lot of places, in the past, would begin a conversation
with the community a couple months before the game came
out,” says community manager Rohan Rivas. “We started two
months after the studio started.”
Every Friday, Bleszinski’s programmers, artists, and executives gather in their third-floor conference room to share
their work, whether that’s a model of a head or abstract digital sketches for the menu screens. Just as often, the company is
posting screenshots and artwork, or lengthy videos of the CEO
and his staff discussing their gameplay philosophy.
Backed by Bleszinski’s money and experience, Boss Key has
huge potential, but its payroll is growing and expectations are
high. There also is an unprecedented level of competition. Millions of people have the ability now to build their own worlds.

Small studios seem to publish smash hits every week, an
endless stream of virtual machines designed to stimulate and to
addict. And Bleszinski may end up competing with Epic itself.
The larger company is reviving Unreal Tournament, a game that
cemented Bleszinski’s career and whose gameplay resembles
some of Project BlueStreak’s kaleidoscopic action.
Boss Key will find few role models among the current industry players. Many studios have far more employees, or far
fewer. Bleszinski doesn’t have the bottomless budgets of the
largest studios, nor does he have the limitless flexibility of the
smallest. And yet his staff believes.
“He’s this idea generator. He’s got a vision of what this
game is supposed to be,” Dura says, echoing countless others.
The burden, and his age, have lent Bleszinski the air of a
dad. He’s remarried now, with no kids but two dogs. So he gets
excited when he sees his new hires going for lunch together,
out into the physical place that is downtown Raleigh. He takes
his company on group outings to the movies. He wants them to
figure out the other half of life faster than he did, perhaps, even
as the industry shifts under their feet.
Bleszinski figures Boss Key might double again in size, topping out near 70 people. He wants it to be comfortably midsize, the way he sees Raleigh.
“I wanted to know everybody's name in the studio, and I
like to preferably know their spouse's name,” he says.
“That's honestly as big as we need to get. Big enough that
you can be anonymous when you want to be, but small enough
that you can know the people you see on the street, right?”

BMW M6
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Driving Machine®
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WILLIAM LEWIS WANTS TO TELL YOU A STORY. STORYTELLING IS AT THE
heart of his job, which is to preserve our region’s traditional music in
all its many forms, from bluegrass to gospel, string bands to shapenote singing. It’s his passion, too.
“It’s all storytelling,” says Lewis, the executive director of PineCone,
a Raleigh nonprofit in its 31st year presenting traditional music. “The
story PineCone shares is indigenous to the Piedmont region of North
Carolina … The music, the lore … it’s a broad, beautiful story.”
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It’s because Lewis understands not just the sound of music but
its cultural significance that he’s the perfect person to curate the
city’s Wide Open Bluegrass festival. Coming to downtown Raleigh on October 2 and 3, it includes both a free street festival and
ticketed shows at Red Hat Amphitheater. Both events are linked
to the International Bluegrass Music Association’s annual convention, which brings together the industry’s foremost musicians and
supporters from the world over for a conference, awards show,
and Bluegrass Ramble showcases. Bottom line: A lot of top-shelf
bluegrass is coming to town.
“Without William, it wouldn’t be here,” says musician David
Holt, host of PBS’s David Holt’s State of Music and a four-time
Grammy winner for traditional and folk albums. “I’ve been playing PineCone shows for many, many years, originally with Doc
Watson, and got to know William that way. He’s just the man for
the job. Everybody likes him. He’s honest, thoughtful, creative.
And a hard worker.” He pauses, thinking. “Actually, put that first.
William works really hard. As a musician, you can’t ask for more.”
Last year, Raleigh welcomed over 180,000 bluegrass lovers
for the IBMA convention and accompanying festivities, which
brought $10.8 million in visitor spending to the region. This year,
those numbers are expected to climb. Though Lewis attributes it
all to the hard work of others, those same folks point right back at
him.
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His role began in 2012, when the IBMA was debating whether to move its convention out of Nashville. Thanks to Raleigh’s
shiny new convention center and amphitheater, as well as years
of groundwork by music-loving visionaries at the Raleigh Convention Center and the Greater Raleigh Convention and Visitor’s
Bureau, the Oak City had a spot on the IBMA’s short list.
When Lewis heard that Raleigh “was gearing up to make its
move,” he “dove in and went at it with a level of ambition that
made it something everyone would take notice of,” says George
Holt (no relation to David), director of performing arts and film
programs at the North Carolina Museum of Art. “William has
great taste and great vision.”
To Lewis, it was simple: “We said, let us help. We know the
bluegrass community, we know the people who support it, we
have all this stuff we could offer. We could make it big. We had to
be all in.” PineCone joined forces with the Convention Center and
GRCVB. The group formed a local organizing committee, finetuned its pitch, and knocked it out of the park. Lewis was asked
to join the IBMA board as an at-large member, and PineCone was
tapped as the IBMA’s local host.
The first year was a major hit. The city of Raleigh showed up.
So did the rest of the bluegrass world. The praise and accolades
rolled in, and just a few months later, the IBMA extended the
terms of Raleigh’s initial contract from three years to six.

Ethan Hyman, The News & Observer

BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME

Sierra Hull, 2015 IBMA award nominee for mandolin player of
the year, performs at 2014’s hugely successful bluegrass festival.

MAKING CONNECTIONS

PineCone director William Lewis introduces The Bankesters as they take the stage to perform at PineCone’s
Midtown Bluegrass Series at North Hills.

This year, Lewis says, it’ll be better than ever. He’s thrilled Alison Krauss is coming, and excited about some unique projects: At
Red Hat Amphitheater, Jerry Douglas’s Earls of Leicester will pay
tribute to the music of Flatt & Scruggs, and Carl Jackson’s Orthophonic Joy revisits the songs of the historic 1927 Bristol Sessions.
Over at the street festival, the HillBenders will put a grassy spin
on The Who with Tommy: A Bluegrass Opry; Jayme Stone’s Lomax
Project will reimagine the songs collected by folklorist Alan Lomax.
Lewis will cover lots of ground, and get very little sleep.

Pulling it off

On a midsummer afternoon, a few months before his life becomes 100% bluegrass, Lewis is seated at his paper-strewn desk
in PineCone’s office building in Nash Square, a staid, unadorned
red-brick workhorse of a space on the edge of the Warehouse District. From here, his perspective is wide.
Lewis credits the IBMA with taking a leap of faith by not only
changing cities, but also changing how it did things. “We asked
them to open things up, give more public access. To abandon the
old model, where bands played for free. We wanted to pay the
artists, and to curate and grow the fan festival.” The IBMA had
qualms, especially about a free street fest on such a massive scale.

Wouldn’t it cannibalize other offerings? A reasonable concern,
Lewis allows, but he was certain Raleigh could pull it off. “We
felt sure the formula would work. This city loves and supports live
music. And we want to compete with ourselves in what we offer.”
The formula? The one he came up with for the first year continues to this day: PineCone presents, in a single weekend, “a constellation of our year”: An innovative lineup mixing bluegrass legends with up-and-comers and community-based artists who have
the artistic chops to tour professionally but choose to put down
local roots instead. The bands get paid, but the music is free, or
as close to free as Lewis can get it. “Free stuff works,” he says. “It
removes barriers, and reaches into communities.”
And, no branding of stages, designating “gospel here,” or
“Americana there.” “Music is what it is,” Lewis says, and he wants
to leave room for discoveries. “The musicians up there? They’re
the ones who are going to bring you in, educate you, and get you
to either connect, or not. Really, that’s why we exist.” He laughs at
himself, then continues: “Not to get all existential about it! But …
really. It’s all about connection.”

From Georgia to North Carolina

Lewis’s confidence comes from a lifetime of studying the
connection between people and place. The youngest of four sibSEPTEMBER 2015 | 67

READY TO JAM

Lewis tunes a fiddle for daughter Anna, 9, before a youth jam session at the
Midtown Bluegrass Series at North Hills. His daughter Eliza, 11, is ready with
a guitar at right.

lings, he grew up on farm and cattle country in Greene County,
Georgia, where there wasn’t much to do but farm and ranch. He
learned to play music from his father, who shared Lewis’s affinity
for the rootsy sounds of the second folk revival: Dylan, Seeger, old
traditionals. After high school, on a hunch Lewis still can’t quite
explain – was it intuition? luck? – he headed for the mountains of
North Carolina and Appalachian State University.
“I didn’t even apply to other schools,” he says. “I’m from Georgia, and it wasn’t a sure thing. But I wanted it. I wanted to go to a
place that I could make my own.”
He brought with him a keen perceptiveness. “Maybe there’s
something about being the fourth child,” he says. “I was a little
quieter, and had a good sense for what the others did to get rewarded, or get in trouble. Plus, when you remove yourself from
your family, your place, you can look back and see things differently.”
At Appalachian, Lewis found new landscapes, and not just
mountainous ones. There was a whole new sonic landscape of
string bands and banjos to take in, a world removed from Georgia’s gospel and blues tradition. What resonated most deeply for
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Lewis were the connections between those landscapes – the links
between the mountains and sound, the stories and people. One
of his favorite professors, Cecelia Conway, introduced him to the
old-time music scene still thriving in house parties and on porches. “I’ve always been naturally interested in how people relate to
each other, and how they related to place,” he says. He earned a
degree in applied anthropology in 1997, thinking that perhaps he
would teach. Then, he headed for the Piedmont, interning with
the N.C. Arts Council and earning a master’s degree in folklore
from UNC-Chapel Hill in 2003.
Wayne Martin, Executive Director of the N.C. Arts Council
and one of PineCone’s four founders, was impressed with Lewis
from the start: “Right away, it was, this guy is so bright, so smart.
He has a real gift for connecting with people of all backgrounds.”
PineCone was the perfect destination. Lewis came on board in
2004 as associate program director, armed with a practical and
powerful certainty: “Cultural resources – the arts – can revitalize
economies. They can create new economies.” When PineCone’s
executive director spot came open in 2008, Lewis took the helm.
“With a group like PineCone,” says Martin, “and really any

PineCone: Growing the music

W

Chuck Liddy, The News & Observer

hen Lewis says “we,” and he says “we” a lot, he
means PineCone. Founded in 1984, the nonprofit has a three-fold mission: To preserve,
present, and promote traditional music, dance, and other
folk performing arts throughout the Piedmont region. “It’s
all part of the fabric of the culture here,” Lewis says. “If you
live here, it’s yours, whether you grew up here or not.”
“For a long time,” says Wayne Martin, executive director of the N.C. Arts Council and one of PineCone’s four
founders, “it was difficult to talk about folk art roots. In
the South, there’s a tradition of it, but it’s sometimes seen
as ‘not as good as’ the fine arts. Well, no. What we have is
so deep, rich, and authentic, it produces incredible artists.”
And what Lewis understands, Martin says, is that “Raleigh
is part of a region that includes historically rural communities where these traditions thrive. Today, the ‘Raleigh
brand’ includes all that. It’s both fine art and folk art, and
that’s a good thing, because it’s true to Raleigh’s roots.”
PineCone’s growing pool of supporters – and its ten
years as a resident company at the Duke Energy Center for
the Performing Arts – bears this out. In the A.J. Fletcher
Opera Theater and Meymandi Concert Hall, PineCone

A PERFECT UNION:
McDonald York Building Company + Union Bank

It’s no surprise that McDonald York Building Company

presents traditional music performances on the same stages
that showcase the symphony and ballet. “I don’t know of
any other state that’s got their independent, nonprofit folk
art organization presenting on this basis,” Lewis says. “This
is music that’s equally beautiful or moving. We elevate it,
and present it differently, in a professional and respectful
context.”
PineCone covers the rest of the spectrum, too, because
sometimes bluegrass really is best served up not on a velvet-curtained stage, but in the informal surroundings of an
outdoor picnic. Or at an open jam for youth and adults. Or
showcased with multiple concert series in venues across the
Triangle, both indoors and out, or a weekly radio show. So
PineCone does all of that, too.
pinecone.org

has been around for more than a century. That’s what
happens when a company is dedicated to a higher
standard—in construction or in any line of work. In
Union Bank, they found a partner who’s as thoughtful
and dedicated as they are.

Member FDIC

UnionBanknc.com

time you get into the folk and traditional arts, you’re looking at
people influenced by family, by community. There are many layers. You need to value that, and understand how that fits into the
mainstream arts community. It takes a special person to gracefully
combine the professionalism, marketing, and personal connection
required to make it work on all levels. William gets it.”
In his element
On a sweltering Father’s Day Sunday in June, Lewis is working
the show up at North Hills. It’s part of PineCone’s newest offering,
the Midtown Bluegrass Series, presented in partnership with Midtown Events. With him are his wife, Jessica, and daughters Eliza
and Anna. Fiddle and guitar in hand, the girls are sitting in for
the pre-show youth jam. Lewis is in constant motion. He checks
in on the band, touches base with the sound crew, and helps adjust
the jam tent in hopes of making more shade for the kids. Every so
often, his youngest looks to him with a question, and he pauses to
quietly offer a few tips; some chords are trickier than others. He is
entirely, absolutely in his element.
That’s not to say it’s always been smooth sailing for PineCone,
or that Lewis is sure it’ll be entirely golden in the future. “We like
to try new things, and we’re not afraid to fail,” he says. “That’s
where insight comes from.”
That kind of willingness to risk and improvise has its obvious
metaphoric comparisons. “Music is restless,” says David Holt, and

having studied and performed it all over the world since the 1960s,
he knows. “It won’t sit still. It’s always changing, evolving. What
William’s doing is honoring that. To give it a positive…nest…to be
in? That keeps it going.”
The same could be said of the laughing girls, including Lewis’s
daughters, packed tight into a back porch settee and singing along
to I’ll Fly Away on another laid-back evening in July. They know all
the words, not just the chorus.
They’re at a house that backs up to the North Carolina Museum of Art’s rolling fields, where Lewis’s family has gathered with
friends for a potluck dinner and impromptu jam session before
heading over to the museum to see bluegrass virtuosos The Punch
Brothers. It’s a bit of a challenge to sing, play guitar, and laugh so
much all at the same time, but Lewis is managing fine. He and his
friends are trading the lead in calling the tunes, and the jokes and
barbs are flying.
It’s a gorgeous night. There are so many good songs, and once
you hit your groove, which they do, that yen to play just one more
is strong. Nobody’s watching the clock, so time will get away from
them and everyone will end up racing through the museum’s darkened fields to make it to the show. But they’ll get there.
It comes together like a constellation of what matters to Lewis,
and of what he brings to Raleigh. Like all constellations, it’s simple,
but it shines. People and place, story and song, connected by the
things that matter.
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GOOD NEWS

In June, Lewis joined (from left)
Tim Surrett, IBMA board vice chair
and bassist with Balsam Range;
Denny Edwards, president and
CEO of Greater Raleigh Convention and Visitors Bureau; and Jim
Hansen, PNC regional president,
in announcing Alison Krauss &
Union Station as headliners.

D

Wide Open Bluegrass Festival
ust off your dancing shoes – the Wide Open
Bluegrass festival comes back to Raleigh this
year October 2 and 3. The festival celebrates
the end of the International Bluegrass Music Association’s World of Bluegrass week hosted downtown, and they’ve got a pretty busy weekend planned.
StreetFest turns the city into one big party, with over 50
bands playing on five stages, while the North Carolina
Whole Hog Barbecue Championship serves up some serious competition. There will also be plenty of artwork
to check out in Artsplosure’s Arts Market, as well as a

wide selection of local N.C. products and free activities
in the Raleigh Convention Center. Purchase tickets to
Red Hat Amphitheater for the weekend and you’ll get
to jam out with some of the best-known names in bluegrass, such as Alison Krauss & Union Station, The Infamous Stringdusters, and The Wailin’ Jennys. Definitely
worth every penny.
Free general entry to StreetFest;
Red Hat admission starts at $50;
wideopenbluegrass.com

ADVENTURE

AWAITS

MOSS
LANDING
H A R B O R

H O M E S

A place right on the water! This new single-family home neighborhood
features historically-inspired architecture surrounded by stunning natural
beauty, all just steps from downtown Washington, NC. Visit our website
and discover waterfront living in one of our new home plans, watch videos
featuring shops in the charming downtown, view the neighborhood site
plan, explore the marina, browse stunning photo galleries, and more!

MOSSL ANDINGNC.COM

WAT E R F RO N T H O M E S
f rom the

$350’s

Sales & Marketing by Beacon Street Realty.

URBAN

Southern
LIVING

HAS A NEW ADDRESS
IN DOWNTOWN RALEIGH
Located just off Person Street between Historic Oakwood and
Historic Mordecai, Oakdale offers an opportunity to live in a new
home with distinctive architecture and modern features within
walking distance to downtown Raleigh. Crafted by Robuck
Homes, a 4th generation Raleigh home builder since 1926,
Oakdale will be home to many who value the revival of urban
living with a Southern accent.

AT MORDECAI
From the $500s

NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS
919.926.5549
OAKDALENC.COM
Prices are subject to change. Rendering is an artist’s conception and subject to change.
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by MARY E. MILLER

HEARING THE RAUCOUS LAUGHTER THAT ACCOMPANIES ANY SUNDAY
afternoon convening of Rode Hard the Band, it’s hard to imagine
that the first notes played, the ones that formed this group, were
blue.
About five years ago, Jim Jenkins and Richard Nordan were
business acquaintances, each grieving deep and recent losses (Jim’s
mother, Richard’s wife). Over drinks at the Players’ Retreat, they
discovered another common chord in love of bluegrass. An attorney and CPA who had handled Jenkins’ mother’s estate, Nordan
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Rode Hard band members (from left): Richard Nordan, Randy Woodson, Jim Jenkins, Duncan McMillan (crouching),
Steve Petersen, Joe Newberry, Bruce Fawcett, John Fawcett

Sometimes music is judged by the quality of the sound, sometimes
by the quality of the friendship.
has played banjo off and on since his early teens.
Jenkins, deputy editorial page editor and columnist for The News & Observer, noodles guitar and
a variety of other stringed instruments.

“I’m not very good,” Jenkins recalls saying, “but do you want
to come over and play a little?”
The men worked their way through a musical composition
book called the Bluegrass Fakebook, and possibly a bottle, strumming out old mountain tunes, selections from the Carter family
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canon, and spirituals like I’ll Fly Away. Spirits were lifted. Time
flew.
“People do turn to music to help them through hard times,
so certainly that’s the case with the two of us,” Nordan says.
The playing proved more than cathartic. It was fun, and a
reminder that the decision to learn something new can make
one feel particularly alive.
The pair began playing together weekly. A few months later,
they invited Jenkins’ cousin, attorney Duncan McMillan, who
brought his lifelong friend, Steve Petersen, who just that year

Lawyer Robert McMillan
takes a turn singing.

had made a New Year’s resolution to dust off the guitar that had been
sitting in his closet for the last three or four decades. Nordan copied and
stapled together 20 songs to master, which they christened the Nordan
Sacred Hymnal.
Sometimes music is judged by the quality of the sound, sometimes
by the quality of the friendship. Although some practice every day, Rode
Hard’s members say the point isn’t how good you are, but how well you
are able to be fully yourself within their group.
“The process of going from terrible to almost competent with the
help of your friends is a powerful thing when you are close to 60 years

old,” Petersen says.
What causes the transformation from musicians
playing together to a real
band? Harmony. Sunday afternoons at Jenkins’ apartment became a ritual. The
men would sing and play,
tell stories, debate current
events, enjoy a few. Soon
word spread among musically inclined men of a cer- N.C. State Chancellor Randy Woodson
tain age and career stature.
Retired District Court Judge Mike Payne and attorney Wade
Smith, who plays with several bands, showed up and brought
along John Crumpler, a partner at venture capital firm Hatteras Venture Partners. Jenkins invited podiatrist Bruce Fawcett, who plays bass, had a band in high school, and seemed to
already be everybody’s foot doctor.
Each song and session widened their repertoire and rapport. They called on furniture maker Bob Batura, who handles a

KANNON’S MENS STORE
CAMERON VILLAGE
435 DANIELS STREET
RALEIGH, NC 27605
919-366-6902

harmonica as skillfully as he
turns a lathe. After reading
that NCSU chancellor Randy Woodson played bluegrass guitar, Jenkins called
him up and invited him to
sit in. He did and hasn’t left.
Emboldened, Jenkins sent
word through a close friend
to Joe Newberry, a professional musician and singer/
songwriter who works in
public relations for the
N.C. Symphony and is a regular on the National Public Radio
show Prairie Home Companion. After one session, Newberry
declared, “Fellas, this right here is the heart of music.”
Jenkins had T-shirts made to make it official.

Variation on a tune

Bands are born in many ways, for many reasons. More often
than not, it is a youthful endeavor. Rode Hard is a unique varia-

KANNONSCLOTHING.COM
Providing more than
99 years of style and service
to Raleigh and surrounding areas

KANNON’S WOMENS STORE
10 NORTH MAIN STREET
WENDELL, NC 27591
919-365-7074

tion on that tune. Nordan
humbly says, “We are more
interesting people than our
music might portray.”
The youngest members
keep time around 57, and
Senior Statesman Smith is
77. These are men who have
reached their full measure
in life, still working, most
now grandfathers, the kind
of people who haven’t ever
taken on anything lightly.
So maybe the vigor in their approach with this, too, should
be expected. But the deep friendships that have formed between
them – older men playing even older spirituals – has come to
them all as a sweet and welcome surprise.
Since Rode Hard began, the hardness of living has come at
these men. Like any of their demographic, they have suffered
loss and scares, heartbreaks, and even the thrill of new love.
Most of the experiences weren’t new to them, but now no one

in the group suffers or savors anything alone. When
McMillan’s brother Roy
died, the band was there,
and Petersen honored him
by writing a song. They attended the funeral of Nordan’s father, and, more joyfully, they raised their voices
when Nordan strolled down
the aisle to marry his wife,
Missy, in 2010.
In 2014, when Jenkins confessed that his teenage dream was to perform on stage,
the others agreed to stand up and sing. They debuted in the
parking lot of The News & Observer during the International
Bluegrass Music Association’s World of Bluegrass festival, on
a rainy September evening with a loving crowd that may have
numbered 50 (but Jenkins counts as much larger) and, more importantly, with a momentous check off the bucket list.
Jenkins and Nordan, each only children, say here they have
> continued on p. 127
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STORY

of a house

PRETTY IS
by
JESMA REYNOLDS
photographs by
CATHERINE NGUYEN

A self-professed serial
renovator, Carole Marcotte
has breathed life into her
family’s Spanish Colonial
in Hayes Barton.
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as PRETTY DOES
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CAROLE MARCOTTE GETS A THRILL OUT OF SOLVING DESIGN PROBLEMS. WITH THE PRECISION
of a mathematician and the pluck of an actor, her approach to interiors is exacting but
creative. By taking time to discover how each room functions best, this Raleigh interior
decorator, self-described serial renovator, and former part-time actress has breathed life
into the 1925 Hayes Barton Spanish Colonial she shares with her husband Rick and their
three children.
The result is an amalgam of spaces boldly filled with color, texture, and pieces from
various periods, all set within the original footprint of the house. Rather than adding
square footage, Marcotte has reconfigured rooms – shifting walls and adding visual elements – to make living in them more functional and pleasing. That’s her sweet spot: The
intersection of design problem-solving and aesthetic improvement.
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> continued on p.87

SPACE AND STYLE
Preceding pages: In the living room of the 1925 Spanish Colonial, plaster
walls and crown moulding frame a generous space filled with a mix of
vintage furniture and fine art.
Opposite page: A painting by Christopher Stephens hangs above an
Asian altar table.
This page, clockwise from top left: A cobalt cabinet serves as a bar; a
landscape painting by Andrea Gomez hangs above. In the dining room,
a yard-sale-purchased table is at home between walls painted to resemble Moroccan tiles. The painting is by Croatian-born, California-based
artist Zivana Gojanovic. A vase of protea adds another pop of color.
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FIVE POINTS EXOTICA
Opposite, clockwise from top: A loggia with thick stucco walls and a fireplace
provides a four-season room. Arches mimic those inside the home and are
typical of the Spanish Colonial style. A wolf from the Red Wolf Ramble (a public
arts project Marcotte helped launch during her time on the City of Raleigh Arts
Commission) occupies a corner of the loggia. The wolf’s design was inspired
by Gustav Klimt’s The Kiss. In the home’s central hallway, a family collection of
photos and vintage accessories is grouped gallery-style.
This page: In the living room, a collection of figural art is displayed above layers
of patterned textiles. Works include Raleigh artists Madonna Phillips, Mike
Rigsbee and Jan Edwards (deceased), and Pennsylvania-based artist Robert
Patierno. Marcotte frequently employs art groupings in her interiors and likes
to incorporate three-dimensional art as well. For clients, she does her own
installations. She enjoys the precision and planning involved in puzzling out
placement, and says she’s quite skilled with a drill and hammer.

north hills, raleigh
9 1 9 .7 8 7. 9 7 8 0
vermillionstyle.com

PRETTY FORMS
Above: A light-filled sitting room’s Moorish
and Mediterranean textiles echo the
Spanish style of the home. The painting is
by Raleigh artist Kathy Ammon.
Bottom left: In the kitchen, a bookcase
door to the basement solved an interior
wall issue while creating a focal point and
storage for cookbooks.
Bottom right: A stock cabinet was transformed into a custom accessories storage
in the master bath and dressing area – at
minimal cost.
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In Marcotte’s world, no nook or cranny is
wasted. She created a bookcase door in her
kitchen to turn what had been an inconveniently positioned basement passage into an
attractive focal point and a spot for cookbooks. A recent renovation of the master
bath and dressing area enabled her to carve
out an adjacent sitting room and to turn a
stock cabinet into custom storage with the
simple addition of drawers, hooks, shelves,
and cubbies – at a minimal cost.
“Anyone can do this,” she says.
Her resourceful approach to design,
which she shares with her interior design
clients, is rooted in observation and patience. “It’s important to live in a house and
let it speak to you,” she says. She prefers to
design site-specifically, meaning there’s no
signature “Marcotte look.” Instead, her goal
is for her clients’ homes to reflect their own
lifestyles and personalities.
In her own home, there’s a dining room
table that she and husband Rick (then fiancé) spotted at a yard
sale on their way to his aunt’s funeral in La Salle, Ontario. (They
returned after the service to nab it for $40.) It’s now surrounded
by fine art, an inherited crystal chandelier, and faux-painted Moroccan tiles on the walls. More personal treasures can be found
in the center hall, where family photos and beloved objects – including a shoe of her mother’s and framed vintage purses – are
displayed gallery-style.

Her protean, hands-on approach has
gained her a loyal following. Part counselor,
part curator, she enjoys working with homeowners to “make their stuff look good.” That
also means serving as a “home interventionist” when necessary, encouraging owners to
part with some things while incorporating
others into a more finished décor.
Marcotte’s affinity for combining old
and new and her focus on reuse extends
beyond vintage furniture into the realm of
green living. She practices environmental
sustainability as much as possible personally and with clients. That means no to VOC
paint, and yes to soy foam in soft upholstery. And whether she’s purging for herself
or helping clients do the same, she is quick
to up-cycle donated goods to local charities
like Habitat for Humanity rather than send
them to a landfill. She is always on the hunt
for tossed objects that can be repurposed
into accessories or furniture.
Two years ago, as an extension of her philosophy on reuse, she
opened Form and Function, an interiors shop on Bernard Street.
There she sells furniture and accessories that are environmentally
sustainable, made in America, and reflect a mix of styles. Her aim:
“something for everyone.” The shop’s name nicely sums up Marcotte’s passion for both utility and beauty. As she says, finding the
function in pretty things “excites the hell out of me.”
For more information: formandfunction-raleigh.com.
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Every home has
a story to tell.
A great broker
knows every
chapter
by heart.
Whether big or small, we know the details of your life’s story matter. That’s why
our brokers work diligently to get to know you and what’s important to you in the
purchase or sale of your home. Our full service approach redefines home buying,
selling, and ownership by integrating all the elements of the transaction into a
seamless real estate experience — allowing you the peace of mind to focus on
your happy ending.
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IT WAS A HOT JULY MORNING IN RALEIGH WHEN
strategist Nation Hahn, nonprofit executive
Alexis Trost, and restaurant owners Van Nolintha, Angela Salamanca, and Matt Kelly packed
their cars for a weekend adventure. The friends,
united by a love of food and community, were
headed to the mountains of Ashe County to
cook, eat, and raise money for a cause close to
their hearts: the Jamie Kirk Hahn Foundation.

As the group made their way to the blueberry farm where
they’d spend three days, they talked about the people they’d
meet there: their mutual friend Eliza Olander, who’d put the
wheels in motion when she and her friend Jackie Locklear
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Friday
The group arrived and unpacked as chef
Clark Barlowe of Heirloom Restaurant in
Charlotte chopped tomatoes and chorizo.
7 p.m.: Clark pulled out the tapas: clams,
oysters, heirloom fried rabbit, and more
for people to munch on as Matt Kelly of
Mateo Bar de Tapas in Durham made paella over an open fire. Wine from Eliza
Olander’s collection rounded out the meal.

became high bidders for a foodie mountain weekend to support the foundation at a
Triangle Wine Experience auction; the revered Crook’s Corner chef Bill Smith; the
two Raleighites who own the farm, Johnny Burleson and Walter Clark; and 10 other
friends. “Jamie believed in the power of good food and strong cocktails to bring people
together to party with a purpose,” says Hahn, whose late wife Jamie inspired the creation of a foundation that nurtures leaders to work on issues like poverty, hunger, and
public education.
The farm that would host them was well-suited to a weekend of purposeful partying. Its 1880 farmhouse has been painstakingly refurbished by Burleson and Clark,
who bought the place in 2003 after a memorable day
picking berries there a few years earlier. “We felt an
instant connection” on that fateful afternoon, Clark
says. The two learned the farm was an Ashe County
landmark, a spot where folks had come to pick apples
and blueberries for generations. “We were stewards,”
Clark says, “of a very special place.”
In its current, beautifully restored state, it is still
that. Old Orchard Creek Farm, as they call it, continues as a working blueberry farm and “a place where
visitors find solace,” Clark says. And so it made sense
to them to donate the haven to the foundation for the
weekend. “What better way to celebrate and support
the foundation than with a weekend of fine food and
drink prepared by some of North Carolina’s best chefs
from local products, including lots of blueberries?”

Saturday
The group was slow to wake up on Saturday, but accelerated their pace when they
smelled the pork belly soup being made in
the farmhouse kitchen by Van Nolintha of
Bida Manda.
12:00 p.m.: Soup was served in the blueberry shed.
Afternoon: The group whiled away a lazy
afternoon around the farm.
5:30 p.m.: Sonny Wong, bartender at Lantern Restaurant in Chapel Hill, mixed cocktails with bourbon and blueberries in a historic millhouse on the property.
8 p.m.: Chefs Bill Smith of Crook’s Corner in
Chapel Hill and Angela Salamanca of Centro in Raleigh made dinner. It began with
a stack of Smith’s classic tomato sandwiches. They followed with seafood gazpacho, tamales, and, finally, roasted pork
shoulder. For dessert, the duo made bread
pudding with bread from the local farmers'
market and blueberries and apples picked
from the farm.
Sunday
Brunch: Salamanaca and Nolintha made
brunch with the leftovers. Pork went into
breakfast casserole; scrambled eggs were
put together with peppers and arugula;
and freshly picked berries made for flavorful french toast.
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Angela Salamanca serves up tamales

John Cooper, Angela Salamanca, Bill Smith, Vansana Nolintha
Bill Smith and Angela Salamanca at
work in the kitchen

Eliza Olander, Alexis Trost
Patrick Woodson, Nation Hahn
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North Carolina’s
Window Fashion Leader
Since 1991!

Locally Made Shutters & Blinds

Seasonal cocktail from bartender Sarah Vickery of Chapel Hill's
Lantern Restaurant
WALK RIGHT IN
10-15 blueberries, muddled
1/2 ounce simple syrup
1/2 ounce lemon juice
2 ounces bourbon
Combine all ingredients and stir. Serve over rocks.

Small plates from chef Clark Barlowe
of Charlotte’s Heirloom restaurant
CHILLED CLAMS CASINO
20 clams
1 link fresh chorizo, diced
2 shallots, minced
2 sprigs fresh thyme, chopped
1 cup Champagne vinegar
1 cup blended oil (a combination typically of olive, canola, and other cooking
oils)
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
Sautée chorizo slowly over medium heat until fat is rendered. Soak minced
shallots and chopped thyme in Champagne vinegar for 20 minutes. Add
Dijon mustard to vinegar mixture and slowly drizzle in blended oil, stirring
as you go to emulsify. Add chopped chorizo and its rendered fat to the
vinaigrette.
Shuck the clams, top with chorizo vinaigrette, and enjoy.

50 OFF

$

15 OFF

$

EACH WINDOW

EACH WINDOW

Plantation
Shutters

Blinds
and Shades

Free in-home/office design
consultations and estimates.

919-833-9550

CarolinaShutterandBlinds.com

HEIRLOOM FRIED RABBIT
(Note: Must prepare 24 hours in advance)
5 rabbit legs
1 quart buttermilk
1 tablespoon chopped garlic
1 tablespoon chili powder
1 tablespoon dried thyme
2 quarts all-purpose flour
1/2 cup Texas Pete hot sauce
Salt and pepper
Marinate rabbit legs in buttermilk with the garlic, ½ tablespoon of the chili
powder, and thyme for 24 hours.
Dredge rabbit in flour that has been seasoned with thyme, remaining ½
tablespoon chili powder, salt, and pepper. Fry rabbit until golden brown
and remove from oil.
Toss rabbit with Texas Pete and enjoy!

Cooper-Payne Tree Farms
& Landscaping Services
Specialists in Providing Mature
Plant Screening Solutions

Soup from chef Van Nolintha of Bida Manda in Raleigh
PORK BELLY SOUP
Soup Broth:
1 cup shallot, finely chopped
1 cup garlic, finely chopped
1 pound ground pork
1 1/2 gallons pork stock or water
10 lime leaves, finely chopped
3 tablespoons sugar
Salt to taste
3 eggs
1 to 2 cans coconut milk
1 cup peanuts, crushed
1 small can red curry paste
1/2 cup vegetable oil
2 limes, in sections
Vegetables:
3 cups purple cabbage, julienned
1 cup cilantro, chopped
1 cup mint leaves
1/2 cup green onion, chopped

15 foot ‘Bracken’s Brown Beauty’
Before
Southern
Magnolia

16 foot EmilyAfter
Bruner Holly Screen

Cooper-Payne Tree Farms and Landscapes specializes in creating
private garden retreats with installations of mature trees, shrubs and
cold-hardy palms bringing year-round bloom, fragrance and interest
to the landscape. Whether your needs are adding privacy screening,
shade or color to your garden, consider us to provide the solution.

A Private Backyard Retreat

Noodles:
2 bags rice noodles
Make soup broth:
In a big pot over medium heat, combine oil, red curry paste, shallot, and
garlic. Stir a few minutes, until shallot and garlic turn golden at the edges.
Add ground pork and stir until pork is fully cooked. Add pork stock, sugar,
salt, coconut milk, and lime leaves, and cook until boiled. When the broth
is fully boiled, whisk in eggs slowly. Add peanuts.
Taste the soup: add more sugar, salt, or coconut milk if needed.
Prepare noodles:
Soak rice noodles in cold water bath for 2 hours, or in warm water bath
for 45 minutes (noodles tend to break easily when soaked in warm water).
Assemble the bowl:
Boil a big pot of hot water. Cook pre-soaked noodles in boiled water for 4
minutes, only enough for one soup bowl at a time.
Drain noodles and place in a large serving bowl. Add broth, cabbage, cilantro, mint, and green onion.
Serve with chopsticks and lime sections.

Hillsborough, NC

Call (919) 801-0211

cooper-paynetreefarms.com
Beautifying Fine Triangle Properties
Since 2002

thick slices from each tomato. Commercial
sliced white bread generally has 20 slices per
loaf. Spread mayonnaise thickly on two slices
of bread. Place a slice of tomato on one of the
slices of prepared bread. Sprinkle with salt. Top
with the other slice of bread. Slice the sandwich
in two, diagonally. Repeat until you have used
up all of the bread.
These sandwiches are better if they sit awhile
before serving. Many people claim that they
are best if eaten while you are leaning over the
sink, because if they have been made right, they
are very messy.
Bill Smith, the Crook’s Corner chef famous for
bringing Southern cooking to a national audience
with his cuisine and his writing, is the author of
several acclaimed cookbooks, including Seasoned
in the South. He has twice been a finalist for the
James Beard Award for Best Chef: Southeast, and
has helped earn a James Beard America’s Classics
award for Crook’s.
BILL SMITH'S TOMATO SANDWICHES
Makes 10 sandwiches
1 loaf of your favorite white sandwich bread (see
text)
2 or 3 large ripe, red summer tomatoes
Mayonnaise (see text)
Salt
This recipe is not as simple as it seems at first
glance. All sorts of things come into play. I am
always in favor of newness and innovation, but
there are times when well enough should be

left alone. This may be one such case. First of
all, it’s really better to buy cheap, house-brand,
grocery store, sliced white bread. Resist the
temptation to upgrade to the artisanal. Then
there is the mayonnaise. People fight over mayonnaise brands here, just as they do over barbecue or basketball. Both the users of Hellmann’s
and the users of Duke’s regard the other with
disbelief. Neither can contain their derision
of the users of Miracle Whip. Use what your
grandmother used.
You should be able to get at least four fairly

“At Bida Manda, the smiles are contagious.”
greg cox
News & Observer

laotian restaurant and bar

222 South Blount Street • Raleigh, NC 27601 • 919 829 9999

bi daman da. c om

Essential ingredient

TOMATOES

While supplies last

L

by KAITLYN GOALEN

LABOR DAY STARTS THE FINAL COUNTDOWN FOR MY BELEAGUERED
tomato bed, each plant on the verge of crying uncle. So, this September I’m committing to the personal goal of eating as many tomatoes as possible while supplies last, from breakfast (egg and tomato
scramble) to lunch (tomato salad with parmesan vinaigrette) and
dinner (tomato pie).
But the workhorse recipe that I’ll be turning to most this month isn’t even really a
recipe, but a concept: two slices of white bread, slicked with mayonnaise, and stuffed
with seasoned tomatoes.
The tomato sandwich lives in an interesting intersection. It appeals to this age of
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TOMATO SANDWICH CARBONARA

Serves 6
1 large ripe tomato
1 egg
2 egg yolks
3 cups plus 1 tablespoon canola oil, divided
Salt and freshly ground pepper
2 medium yellow squash, sliced in half lengthwise
½ red onion
2 ears corn
6 slices thick-cut bacon, sliced into batons
1 16-ounce box short pasta, such as penne, macaroni,
or orecchiette
½ cup toasted breadcrumbs
¼ cup basil leaves
Set a box grater over a plate. Slice the tomato in half,
then grate it, starting with the cut side, until you reach
the stem. Discard the stem.
In a food processor, combine the egg, egg yolk, and grated tomato. Puree for about 2 minutes, until the mixture
is lighter in color. With the motor running, slowly add
3 cups canola oil in a thin stream until it is completely incorporated and the mixture has thickened. Season
generously with salt and pepper, and set aside.
Bring a large pot of salted water to a boil.
Set a cast iron skillet over high heat and add the remaining 1 tablespoon canola oil. When it shimmers, add the
squash, cut side down, and sear until charred and blistered, about 5 minutes each side. Transfer the squash to
a plate. Add the red onion to the skillet and sear about 7
minutes on each side, then transfer to the plate with the
squash. Finally, add the corn and sear, turning frequently, for about 7 minutes, or until the corn is blistered and
golden brown. Roughly dice the squash and red onion
and cut the kernels from the corn. Season with salt and
pepper to taste.
Return the skillet to medium heat and add the bacon.
Cook, stirring occasionally, until the bacon is crispy
and the fat has rendered. Turn the heat to low. When
the water is boiling, add the pasta to the pot and cook
according to the package directions. While the pasta is
cooking, prepare a large heat-proof bowl with ½ cup of
the tomato mayonnaise. Set it next to the skillet with
the bacon.
When the pasta is done, strain it, leaving a few inches
of the pasta water in the pot. Add the strained pasta to
the skillet with the bacon, stirring to coat the noodles
in the bacon grease, and return the pot of pasta water
to the stove over low heat. Transfer the contents of the
skillet to the bowl with the tomato mayonnaise and stir
to coat. Place the bowl to sit over the pot with the simmering pasta water, creating a double boiler (this will
help thicken the sauce). Stir constantly until the sauce
has reached a thick, creamy consistency and is clinging
to each noodle.
Add the reserved charred vegetables and stir. Spoon into
bowls and sprinkle with basil and breadcrumbs. Serve
immediately.

obsession over ingredients because its simplicity lets fresh tomatoes shine. But
it is also decidedly low-brow – tomato sandwich zealots will talk your ear off
about the importance of using white bread and Duke’s from a jar, swept up in a
nostalgic romanticism about processed ingredients that they might otherwise
avoid.
As for me, I love tomato sandwiches for all of the above reasons, but also
for one more geeky culinary detail: I happen to believe that the intermingling
of fresh tomato juices and mayonnaise results in an epic, greater-than-the-sumof-its-parts love child, a sauce that deserves its own special attention.
So, I’ve been thinking about how to harness this culinary power couple in
more ways. It shares genes with the classic British sauce, Marie Rose, which is
often served with shrimp cocktail. Other versions of the tomato-mayo combo
appear in every corner of the South, from roasted tomato remoulades to the
“frozen tomato,” a longstanding dish featured at the Belle Meade Country Club
in Nashville, in which tomato juice, mayonnaise, and a few other ingredients
are blended together, then frozen and scooped, ice cream-style, onto leaves of
lettuce.
But the closest I’ve come to experiencing that combination of creamy,
slightly vinegary mayonnaise with heavily seasoned tomato juice came in the
form of pasta salad at a Fourth of July picnic. Like the tomato sandwich, the
dish was unapologetically sparse: just macaroni, diced tomato, black pepper,
salt, and mayonnaise. But when the ingredients came together, it formed the
most delicious summer side dish I could imagine, a perfect foil to steak, or ribs,
or chicken, or anything else that was meant to steal the show.
Since then, I’ve been refining that dish, creating a pasta that celebrates the
last dying days of summer and pays homage to its most beloved ingredients.
It turned out that carbonara, an Italian classic in which bacon and eggs come
together to silkily coat noodles, was the perfect template on which to impress
my tomato-mayo fantasies. Instead of using raw egg yolks as the base, I whip
egg yolks, tomato, and oil into a mayonnaise and then use that as the base of the
pasta sauce. In the presence of heat and bacon grease, it relaxes into a creamy,
undeniably delicious carbonara, rich with that familiar flavor. Think of it as a
tomato sandwich in black tie attire.
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Drink

WHAT I DID
LAST SUMMER
Remember the Maine

D

Remember Maine

by KEVIN BARRETT

DO YOU GET A BIT MELANCHOLY THIS TIME OF YEAR? SUMMER IS GONE. I MISS it. I
know you do, too. It must be some kind of childhood nostalgia about careless
freedom that saddens us, because the fall weather is enchanting in North
Carolina. Even so, nothing can beat the carefree magic of summer.
I still go back to the site of my childhood summers in an attempt to recreate some of them. In Maine, I fish, relax, and completely decompress. When
my dad took us there when I was a boy, we five kids loved it. It wasn’t the
fishing, or the stars at night, or the food. It was the careless freedom.
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This past summer I went with my
girlfriend and my older brother and his
family. Different parts of the Barrett
clan make it or not every year. My dad’s
last trip was many years ago, but to me,
Maine is part of his legacy. He knew
there was nothing as carefree as sitting
on the water’s edge at night, sipping a
cocktail, looking up to see more stars
than you could find in a planetarium,
and hearing the loons calling out to each
other from across the lake.
Oh, yes, sipping a cocktail. That’s
what this is about. Maine, unfortunately,

USS Maine

is similar to our beloved North Carolina in that it maintains North Korea-like
control over the sale of alcohol. In addition to that, the part of Maine I visit is
far from any city. The liquor selection is
dismal. Cold canned beer is all that’s on
offer most of the time. It has its place,
but I do bring my travel-sized bottle of
Angostura bitters wherever I go.
Some of you know a drink called
Remember the Maine. The name comes
from the rallying cry for the Spanish-American War: “Remember the
Maine, to Hell with Spain.” It refers to
the sinking of the USS Maine off the
coast of Cuba in 1898, for which Spain
was blamed. The drink is old, but perhaps not from 1898. It’s a semi-obscure
Manhattan-type drink that almost everyone enjoys. It’s got a touch of sweetness, and, if prepared properly, a hint of
a rougher edge from the absinthe.

REMEMBER THE MAINE
2 ounces rye whiskey
¾ ounce sweet vermouth
¼ ounce cherry heering (a liqueur)
Absinthe rinse
Combine all ingredients in a mixing
glass with fresh ice. Stir well for 15-20
seconds. Pour into a chilled cocktail
glass that has been rinsed with a dash
of absinthe. Remember, the absinthe is
mostly for aromatics.
Drink this when you want to taste history.

Now, while in Maine I
was working with limited
resources, so I’ve given my
own drink a limited name
as well. We’ll call my
drink Remember Maine.
You might think the
Remember Maine is too
simple, but when you’re
sitting on the water’s edge
at night in Maine, it’s all
you need.

REMEMBER MAINE
2 fingers of bourbon because, ironically,
there’s no rye whiskey available this
close to Canada
4 dashes of the Angostura bitters you
brought instead of shampoo
Ice, if available
Orange or lemon zest, cut with your
fishing knife if you’re trying to impress
someone
Combine all ingredients in a plastic cup.
Stir vigorously with finger for precisely
four seconds. Sit back. Look at stars.
Listen to loons.
Drink this when you want to taste
summer vacation.

Made to your
measure
and your
pleasure
Our custom options
include both business
and casual looks
designed to fit
your style.
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THROUGH THE

THE FABRIC OF OUR CITY
text and photographs by CHRISTER BERG
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Opposite: Amy Klose, flower seller
at the N.C. State Farmers Market;
This page: Rob Rutherford, tattoo
artist, Phoenix Tattoo Studio.

ITH A DEEP PASSION FOR TELLING STORIES THROUGH PORTRAITURE, I
recently set out to photograph the people who make Raleigh
hum, those who help it grow, and those who make it an exciting,
creative, and vibrant city.
Traditionally, these types of portraits are carefully planned, often styled,
and always pre-scheduled. But this time I wanted to try something different. I
wanted to document people going about their daily lives in an authentic way.
So I skipped the planning, styling, and scheduling. I worked to catch them in
the moment, doing what they do. They had no opportunity to prepare in advance or become someone they are not.
I packed my car with a minimum of photography gear – one camera, one
lens, one flash, one backdrop – and together with an assistant, I set out to explore Raleigh, not knowing who or what we would encounter.
We found fascinating people. The portraits in this photo essay were all
made spontaneously, at the moment and in the spot where we encountered
willing subjects. A tattoo artist on a Hillsborough Street sidewalk in front of
his studio; a pastor in her sanctuary; a fireman at his downtown fire station;
a flower seller at the State Farmers Market; a fish salesman inside the seafood
market that’s been in his family for more than 46 years; and so on.
I like to call this series The Fabric of Raleigh.
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Opposite page, clockwise from
top left: Rev. Liz Roberts, pastor
at Fairmount United Methodist
Church; Sean Barker, principal
farmer, Raleigh City Farm;
Laura Mendez, construction
worker and traffic controller,
The Edison luxury apartment
building site; Dan Stewart,
assistant manager, Earp’s
Seafood Market
This page, clockwise from top:
Joscelynn LaForge, mail carrier,
US Postal Service; Timothy
Caldwell, firefighter, Engine
13; Stephen Strouse, chocolate
maker, Videri Chocolate
Factory; getting the shot under
the roof of a maintenance
building at the Farmers Market
of Jose Amaya, high voltage
electrical contractor with Pike
Electric, a subcontractor to
Duke Energy.
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WALTER S
BOOK CLUB
Please join us
for a very special luncheon

with #1 New York Times bestselling author

Sarah Dessen
at the UMSTEAD HOTEL & SPA

100 Woodland Pond Drive, Cary

A perfect Sunday afternoon to share with friends of all ages…enjoy a
luxurious lunch and conversation with one of the country’s most
celebrated writers for young adults - and older ones, too.

Sunday, October 25
12:00 p.m.

Three course luncheon with wine and mocktails
$75 per person
Chapel Hill’s own Sarah Dessen will discuss her latest book, the
New York Times bestseller Saint Anything, and her eleven other beloved,
critically-acclaimed bestsellers including Along for the Ride, Keeping the
Moon, and Someone Like You.
Space is limited to 125. Tickets are $75 and are available to purchase at
waltermagazine.com.
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Video calls with your own doctors.
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PRACTICE
CHAPTER 13

Frank Harmon

Expressing the Idea

O

by J. MICHAEL WELTON

ON A LATE SPRING MORNING IN 2011, A MOTOR COACH JAM-PACKED
with North Carolina architects nosed into the parking lot at Poplar
Forest, Thomas Jefferson’s Palladian retreat in rural Bedford County,
Virginia.
An entourage of fifty disembarked, to be divided into two groups.
One would follow the estate’s director of archeology and landscape
through the grounds surrounding the early 19th-century home. The
other was to tour the interior of the house with its architectural
historian. After lunch, the groups would switch tour guides.
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previous page and above: Poplar Forest, drawings by Frank Harmon

But one individual, wearing a Panama hat and a white, short-sleeved linen
shirt, elected to do neither. Instead, he quietly pulled out his sketchbook and
pens, and strategically positioned himself on the lawn beneath the branches of
a leafy tulip poplar. Slowly, he began to draw the contours of Jefferson’s octagonal-shaped masterpiece, a lyrical essay on light composed in deep-red brick,
cream-colored mortar, and limestone-plastered columns. He was working to discern the nature of the building, its site and its landscape, using the fewest number
of lines possible.
His name is Frank Harmon, and he’s known to some as the unofficial dean of
North Carolina architects. Born in Georgia, he’s been drawing since the summer
of 1965, when he won a travel scholarship to Athens, Greece as a student from
the Architectural Association (A.A.) in London. “My favorite architect was Le
Corbusier, who drew beautifully,” he says.
Le Corbusier died the same year that Harmon toured Greece, but also had
visited Athens as a young man. He viewed the city through a student’s eyes too,
making a number of memorable sketches. “He talked about the importance of
drawing, and uniting the eye and the hand with the mind,” Harmon said. “I took
a sketchbook and spent the summer sketching buildings there, including the Parthenon.”
Le Corbusier kept his sketchbook with him all his life, recording whatever
he saw, whether a Turkish living room or a Greek temple in the landscape. Harmon was not far behind, though working on a larger scale. “At the A.A. we were
encouraged to sketch diagrams of our projects, with permission to draw on the
walls,” he said. “Every summer the A.A. would give the school a fresh coat of

paint, ready for the inspiration of the next group of students.”
He believes that every building offers lessons to be learned – and that the
best way to absorb them is to sketch. “When you draw, you really have to look at
it,” he said. “It’s a way to discover and to remember.”
Harmon was a young man when Frank Lloyd Wright, who died in 1959, was
still practicing. He believes Wright’s buildings were heavily influenced by the
sketches he made, as was true for most designers of that era. “His architecture
has a lot to do with the way he drew it, the way he saw it, and the way he touched
it with his hands,” he said.
These days, whether Harmon is sketching Poplar Forest in rural Virginia,
Oak Alley on the Louisiana bayou, or the Center for Architecture and Design in
downtown Raleigh, he acknowledges the inherently tactile qualities of the drawing process. He believes that a computer keyboard, by definition, lacks these –
and that most good architects will always be found with a sketchbook at hand.
“Which of us wakes up at night with a laptop to make a sketch?” he asked rhetorically.
To be sure, there are advantages to working with a computer. Among them
are accuracy, the ability to make changes easily, to transmit information quickly
for collaboration, and to store words and images indefinitely.
But, as Michael Graves once pointed out, a computer wants the finality of
closing the question of problem-solving, where a drawing does just the opposite:
it leaves the question open – and leads to the next drawing.
And compared to photography, sketching by hand affords the opportunity to
study and retain what the eye sees, instead of simply snapping a shutter. “If I draw
the building as I see it, in a way I get to experience its recreation. Then it’s lodged
in my mind forever,” Harmon said. “Unlike a photograph, drawing gives you the
ability to capture the essence of a place, sometimes by distorting what you see.”
It also unlocks the creative process, allowing the architect to focus on a small
feature, then switch scales instantly to the project’s master plan. “The sketchbooks
of Le Corbusier include details of a window vent, the interior of a room, and a
bird’s eye view of a house,” he said. “They’re all on the same page and probably
done simultaneously.”
Harmon’s intent is to express the idea. His process in doing that, from handdrawn image to finished elevation, is a complex choreography of eye, mind,
heart, hand, and computer. Early sketches are often section diagrams, or a sketch
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d i a m o n d s , e s tat e a n d
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loose diamonds of all
shapes and sizes
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•

c e rt i f i e d a p p r a i s a l s
e x p e rt j e w e l ry r e pa i r s
we buy diamonds,
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DOWNTOWN RALEIGH SINCE 1949

Competition drawing of northwest corner, AIA North Carolina Center for
Architecture and Design, drawing by Frank Harmon

307 S. WILMINGTON STREET
919.832.3461
r e l i a b l e j e w e l r y. c o m

Frank Harmon, FAIA
Firm
Frank Harmon Architect PA,
Raleigh, NC
Education
The School of Design, North Carolina
State University: 1959-61
AA Diploma, The Architectural
Association School of Architecture,
London, England, 1967
Major awards
Fifty-four design awards thus far.
Some specific honors and accolades
include:

Julie Leonard, The News & Observer

1995: Henry Kamphoefner Prize for
Distinguished Modern Design over a
Ten-Year Period from AIA North
Carolina
2002: Residential Architect Magazine
“Project of the Year,” Taylor Vacation
House
2005: Residential Architect Magazine’s
“Top Firm of the Year”
2009: Custom Home Magazine Design
Awards, Gold Award, Strickland Ferris
House
2012: American Institute of Architects,
South Atlantic Region, Honor Award, JC
Raulston Arboretum Lath House

American Institute of Architects North
view of a building or landscape. “Usually, someone in our office takes my sketch and
Carolina, Honor Award, Center for
draws it to scale in PowerCAD. Then I sketch over it again,” he said.
Architecture and Design
For details of elevations, he’ll develop several variations of color sketches, also
redrawn on the computer. Sometimes he’ll draw a full-size section on a huge black
Ranked Twenty-first out of Top Fifty
wall at his office, to test scale and proportion. “Part of the magic of drawing is that
First in the Nation by Architect Magawe discover the unexpected as we draw,” he said.
zine, based on design, sustainability,
He finds that sketching with others is not just a means of collaborating, but an
and financial performance
enhanced way to communicate – especially with clients, who
appreciate being involved in a design. “I often sketch while
meeting with them, and they love it,” he says. “They feel like
someone’s actually listening to them.”
And just as an effective public speaker uses hands and
facial expressions to communicate, the sketch reinforces the
architect’s message. “Philip Johnson said that his clients loved
the drawing more than the building – and they didn’t have
to pay the heating bill for the drawing,” he said. “Drawings
are full of promise, because there’s a personal connection between maker and user.”
Jefferson, of course, was both at Poplar Forest, although
only a few of the 700 drawings he left behind offer details of
Early Sketch of northwest corner, AIA North Carolina Center for
his home there.
Architecture, drawing by Frank Harmon
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Their sheer quantity speaks
Harmon will leave a
volumes. Of the center’s
legacy that’s a little more
1,000 linear feet of archived
prolific. On that late spring
drawings, Kosmerick estiafternoon in 2011, he easily
mates that a little more than
inked a dozen drawings of
250 feet are Harmon’s alone.
the retreat’s interior and exTheir quality, though, is sigterior, adding them to one of
nificant too. “They make me
his forty sketchbooks. Since
think of Picasso’s early work,”
each book contains 200 imsaid NCSU curator Catherine
ages, that’s a career total of
Bishir. “To capture the spirit
about 8,000.
economically like that, you
He’s left many of them,
really have to be good.”
along with project files and
That’s high praise from
models, to North Carolina
Study of construction and materials, drawing by Frank Harmon
even higher quarters. Bishir is
State University’s (NCSU)
the author of the definitive and widely acclaimed North CaroSpecial Collections Research Center. They’re archived alongside the work of some of Raleigh’s best-known mid-century
lina Architecture, published in 1991 by The University of North
modern masters, including George Matsumoto, James FitzCarolina Press.
Like much of Harmon’s work, it’s considered a mastergibbon and Milton Small.
piece.
“We wanted them because of his stature in the architecture field,” said NCSU archivist Todd Kosmerick. “He’s
Drawing from Practice: Architects and the Meaning of Freehand
known and respected across the nation and internationally,
by J. Michael Welton, a national architecture, art, and design writer
and we thought they would be a great addition to our holdis published by Routledge Press/Taylor & Francis and is available at
ings.”
Quail Ridge Books.

just
one

Plant

by TONY AVENT

S

INCE JUST BEFORE THE WAR BETWEEN
the States, crinum lilies have been
a popular staple in rural gardens
throughout the deep Southeast – a
far distance from their mostly native African origins.
These lilies began their journey in the
1600s, when they were first cultivated in
the U.K.. European plant breeders broadened the lilies’ palette, which helped them
find a welcoming home in the hot, humid
Southeast.
It didn’t take long for Gulf Coast plant
breeders to become captivated by these
beauties, and to begin to further hybridize
them to create new colors and forms. Even
today, you can find abandoned clumps of
crinum lily hybrids throughout the Southeastern countryside. While many of the
hybrids created before World War II have
been surpassed by modern hybrids, one
variety that has stood the test of time is
Crinum ‘Ellen Bosanquet.’
Crinum 'Ellen Bosanquet' (Bo – sandket) was hybridized in the 1920s by Floridian Louis Percival Bosanquet. Although
Bosanquet kept his crosses as secretive
as the Colonel did his chicken recipe, it’s
thought his new introduction was a cross
of the early 1900s hybrid crinum ‘J.C. Harvey,’ and either of the African natives crinum scabrum or crinum moorei.
Bosanquet was an English transplant

A lily

for the ages
who settled in 1888 just northwest of Orlando in Fruitland Park, Florida. By all accounts, he was quite a plantsman, whose
pastimes included breeding crinum lilies.
One of Bosanquet's crinums so struck his
fancy he took a daring step (for a nurseryman) and named it after his wife, Ellen
Hall Bosanquet, a descendent of George
Washington. Although Louis Bosanquet
developed more crinum lilies during his
career, including one named after himself,
none came close to matching the popularity of his Crinum ‘Ellen Bosanquet,’
the top-produced crinum cultivar in the
world.
Crinums are bulbous cousins of the
more popular hippeastrum (mistakenly
sold as Amaryllis). If you think hippeastrums have large bulbs, wait until you dig –
or try to dig – a crinum lily. When they’re
happy in rich, moist soil, crinum bulbs can
reach a size just shy of a basketball.
In the garden, crinum ‘Ellen Bosanquet’
offsets nicely, so before long, you’ll have a
rather large (7’ wide) clump, composed of

numerous bulbs. Due to something called
contractile roots, the crinum bulbs pull
themselves deeper in the soil each year, so
don’t expect to find them close to the soil
surface. I’ve found the bottom of some crinum bulbs as deep as two feet below the
soil surface.
In our climate, crinum lilies die to the
ground after the first hard freeze, but as
soon as freezing has passed in spring, the
four-foot long, glossy green leaves emerge
from dormant bulbs. In our area, crinum
'Ellen Bosanquet' begins flowering in midJune and continues to produce more stalks
through much of the summer. The large,
reddish-burgundy flowers have a delightful spicy fragrance and emerge in clusters
of nine to 11 atop two-foot-tall stalks.
Crinum ‘Ellen Bosanquet’ is quite easy
to grow, and flowers well, given at least six
hours of sun daily. While crinum lilies are
incredibly drought-tolerant, they will not
flower well without fairly regular moisture.
Crinum ‘Ellen Bosanquet’ is widely
available online, but it’s highly unlikely
you’ll find one at a garden center. Of
course, the best option is to find a neighbor with one that needs to be divided or
moved. If so, be sure to bring at least one
sturdy shovel and good back muscles – or
a small backhoe.
illustration by IPPY PATTERSON
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I Mustache You a Question,

Verse

by Sharon Kurtzman

A Mother’s Place
It is not a mother’s place to

Do You

love smile?
Your

Voted Raleigh’s


Best Customer Service Award



Five Years In a Row!

turn her children into firemen,
make them dance like Pavlova,
play sports like Kobe Bryant
perform in the way of Meryl Streep or Beyonce.
It is not a mother’s place to
dry every tear,
right every wrong,
change every bad grade,
add their sums or write their college essays.
It is not a mother’s place to
choose every single person in their lives,
change them from left-handed to right,
or pick who they love.
However, it is a mother’s place to

Dr. Anna Abernethy, Dr Jill Somner & Dr. Anita Wells

let her children discover a belly laugh,
confront a nasty comment on the playground,
and find their strength after not finishing first or even making the team.
It is a mother’s place to
teach her children to find the owner of a lost wallet,
show them the beauty in a budding flower, or the taste of snow,

If you are unhappy with your smile, we are here to help! The doctors at
Renaissance Dental Center are certified Invislign* providers. This system
takes a modern approach to straightening teeth, using a custom-made series
of aligners created for you and only you. There are no metal brackets to
attach and no wires to tighten. The best part about the whole process is that
most people won’t even know you’re straightening your teeth. If your smile is
not becoming to you, then you should be coming to us!

and acquaint them with Brontës and Rowling, Newton and Einstein, Monet and Warhol,
Beethoven and The Beatles.
It is a mother’s place to
encourage them to find their passion and wander their heart into each vein,

SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER
$500 OFF INVISALIGN treatment
*restrictions apply

valve, and aorta.
Because when children discover their heart, they will know who they are.

3803 COMPUTER DRIVE, RALEIGH, NC

919.786.6766

RenaissanceDentalCenter.com
*For new patients without insurance. In absence of periodental disease. Offer cannot be combined. Expires 10/31/15.

Please join us for a very special dinner celebrating women and the spirit of entrepreneurship

WINnovation
Women Inspiring Innovation
presented by:

Brooks Bell

founder, Brooks Bell

Nancy
McFarlane

Raleigh Mayor and
founder, MedPro Rx

Guenevere
Abernathy

founder,
LoMo Market

Lauren
Whitehurst
co-founder,
SoarTriangle

Jackie Craig
co-founder,
The Green
Chair Project

Celebrating women and entrepreneurship

Thursday, September 10, 2015
6 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
the PAVILION at the ANGUS BARN
Cocktails & Three-Course Dinner with Wine

Six accomplished women. Six entrepreneurial journeys.
Six 5-minute talks to inspire.
Tickets are $100 and available to purchase at
Waltermagazine.com

Molly Paul

founder,
Raleigh Aquatic
Turtle Adoption

GIVERS

SHELLEY BELK
and VAN EURE

F

Investing in hope
by TODD COHEN

FOR THE ONE IN FOUR FAMILIES AFFECTED BY MENTAL ILLNESS, FINDING TREATMENT AND A
cure can be difficult, frustrating, and often heart-breaking, particularly in a society
that stigmatizes the disease.

The late Thad and Alice Eure encountered those challenges 40 years ago when their 17-year-old son, Thad
Eure III, was diagnosed with severe bipolar disorder. After scouring the U.S. looking for answers and finding
few solutions, the couple started thinking about what they could do to foster research about mental illness. In
1984, they founded the Foundation of Hope, which has funded $4.3 million for research that has generated
another $140 million in federal research grants.
The Foundation always has been a family affair. Driving it in its early years were its founders: Thad Eure Jr.,
the Raleigh restaurateur best known for The Angus Barn and 42d Street Oyster Bar as well as the Darryl’s and
Fat Daddy’s chains, died in 1988. Alice Eure, an interior designer who owned and operated Stewart Woodard
Galleries, died in 1997. Their two daughters continue to be key players. Van Eure, 60, owner of Angus Barn, has
chaired the foundation’s main fundraising event, the Thad and Alice Eure Walk for Hope, since it was launched
photograph by JILL KNIGHT
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27 years ago. Shelley Eure Belk, 56, who was a longtime board
member, has served as the foundation’s executive director since
2012.
“Severe mental illness is a lifetime of living with the illness,”
says Belk. “Many people don’t realize that mental illness is a disease of the brain. People can’t see that someone is struggling
and suffering, because the signs of mental illness are not visible.”
She and her husband, Dean Belk, a retired pilot for US Airways, live in Raleigh with their 11-year-old twins, Ellison and
Hayes. Van Eure and her husband, Steve Thanhauser, co-owner
of The Angus Barn and The Pavilion at the Angus Barn, live in
Raleigh. They have two children – Christopher, 22, a rising junior at Peace University and a cook at The Angus Barn, and Ali,
16, a rising junior at North Raleigh Christian Academy.
This is a busy time for the family and the foundation: The
Foundation’s Evening of Hope, a gala dinner at The Pavilion at
the Angus Barn, will be held September 24, and the 27th Annual Walk for Hope is October 11 at The Angus Barn.
How is your brother, Thad?
Shelley Belk: He now is 57. He lives by himself. He has a wonderful
doctor. Our goal is to keep him on his medication and living independently. Every once in a while he has a relapse and goes back into
the hospital. That’s what happens with mental illness.

LOCATED IN NORTH HILLS

What does the Foundation of Hope mean to you?
Van Eure: It’s fulfilling a severe need in our society. This medical field
has basically been overlooked for a very long time.
What do the Foundation’s grants support?
SB: The majority of our money goes to the North Carolina Neurosciences Hospital at UNC-Chapel Hill. We fund brilliant seed research
projects. Each study we fund takes approximately three years to germinate an idea, and then there may be breakthroughs. What we hope
is that our seed projects then attract national funding.
How does the Foundation raise money?
SB: We have three main events: The Bike for Hope in April raises
about $25,000; the Evening of Hope every September raises approximately $200,000; the Walk for Hope raises approximately $400,000.

COMING TO DURHAM IN
SEPTEMBER

URBANFOODGROUP.COM

What progress has been made on mental illness?
VE: The stigma is slowly but surely being reduced, especially with the
military focus on post-traumatic stress disorder. Major strides have
been made in the field of mental illness with medication, therapy,
research. In the past, people would just be locked up in basements.
Today, someone can actually say, “I am bipolar,” and talk about it freely.
SB: In 1984, research was very drug-related. Today, while people are
always going to be looking for new drugs, there is definitely a change
in focus on non-invasive treatment for mental illness.
What challenges
remain?
SB: Trying to help
the majority of the
population recognize this is a real
brain disease that
needs to be addressed. There’s a
stigma associated
with mental illness.
And finding fund-

Walk for Hope

ing for mental illness research is much more
difficult than finding funding for other causes. People like to see immediate results. In
mental illness research, you have to have a lot
of patience. Our research comes inch by inch
by inch.
VE: What bothers me is the stereotyping and
the lack of hospitals that provide rooms or
beds for the mentally ill.
Your grandfather, Thad Eure, was a political legend – the longest-ever serving North Carolina
Secretary of State, from 1936 to 1989 – and your
father was a visionary businessman. What was it
like growing up as part of that legacy?
VE: I was very, very proud of my grandfather
and very proud of all my father’s accomplishments. But there are also certain expectations
of being part of a family that’s made a difference in the community. We were always
expected to walk the walk. We all have been
working since we were 14 years old. At Angus
Barn, we had to work harder than anybody
else because he didn’t want anybody saying,
“Thad Eure’s kids get off easy.”
What did you want to be when you grew up?
SB: A flight attendant. I got a degree in education at UNC-Chapel Hill. I was a flight
attendant for 14 years with Piedmont Airlines. Then I started my own interior design
business, Eure Distinctive Designs. I also was
a general contractor. I built custom homes.
VE: A veterinarian. But I got so involved in
the restaurant in high school and college.
And then I decided I wanted to teach, so I
got my teaching degree. I went overseas, to
Kenya, and taught school for five years. It was
the best thing I ever did in my entire life. It
taught me how to get by on hardly anything.
The simple things in life are the most important. It’s what caused me to start a huge conservation, energy, and recycling plan at Angus
Barn when I first started running it after my
father died.

FROM LEARNERS TO LEADERS.
AT RAVENSCROFT, we combine academic excellence with leadership
learning for children of all ages, PreK – grade 12. Through our innovative
approach, our graduates enter the world knowledgeable, confident and
empowered to be strong citizen leaders making positive change in the world.
You’re invited! Please call us to plan your visit!
LEAD FROM HERE
7409 Falls of Neuse Rd Raleigh, NC 27615
919.847.0900 | www.ravenscroft.org

EUROPEAN ANTIQUES & FINE FURNITURE
The summer shipment has arrived with over 200 new pieces.

What do you like about Raleigh?
SB: I lived for 20 years in Charlotte because of
my flying job. This feels like home.
VE: It still has a small town feel.
What inspires you?
SB: My family.
VE: My religion. I’m a Christian.
What do you do for fun?
SB: I have 11-year-old twins. They are my fun.
VE: I work with my rescue animals, currently
nine – three horses, one donkey, three dogs,
two cats, and one pig. I have a foundation,
The Cheyenne Foundation, which provides
funds for rescuing animals.
What is your philosophy of life?
SB: Work hard. Stay loyal to your friends and
family. They are your lifeline.
VE: A quote from a friend of my mine: “It’s
your attitude not your aptitude that determines your altitude in life.”

Please come see us inside Hunt and Gather Fine Estate Furnishings
8724 Glenwood Avenue | 919-891-0566 | antieklouis.com
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in style
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MAKE A BOLD
STATEMENT

Liquid Pleasure

g o fo r g ol d

Cristina Baker, Luke Lavoie (Hendrick Chevy),
Martha Heath, Delany Stefanski

play with

SOUTH DESIGN STUDIO,

now open!



PA T T E R N

HENDRICK CHEVROLET
AT NORTH HILLS BEACH
MUSIC SERIES
WALTER and Hendrick Chevrolet hosted a tent at the
North Hills Midtown Beach
Music Series August 13.
Party-goers stopped by to
play games and socialize in
between dancing to tunes by
Liquid Pleasure.

SOUTHCHAPELHILL.COM
1 0 7 M E A D OW M O N T V I L L AG E C I RC L E
C H A P E L H I L L , N O RT H C A RO L I NA

Mimi Montgomery

919.240.5475
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Tony Sylvester, Larry Robbins, Steve Burriss, Kyle Thompson,
Kathy Bull, John McConnell, Chris Froeschner



REX HOSPITAL OPEN
More than 20,000 spectators came
out to the Rex Hospital Open May
31 at TPC Wakefield Plantation. The
proceeds from the event will benefit
patient assistance programs and
services at Rex and the Rex Cancer
Center Angel Fund, which support
oncology patients undergoing treatment.
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Hey, folks! WE MOVED!

Come by our even bigger
location in downtown Raleigh:
1 5 0 5 C A P I T A L B LV D # 1 5 , R A L E I G H , N C 2 7 6 0 3
FACEB OOK .COM/SEAB OARDSTUDIO123
SEABOARDSTUDIO123@GMAIL.COM

Follow us! @SeaboardStudio123
SEABOARDSTUDIO123.COM 919-600-8051

ORIGINAL STYLES
EXQUISITE DESIGNS
Ron Rivera, John Falkenbury,
Command Sergeant Major Bob Patterson

Kyle Thompson

SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
All in one convenient location.
Hickory Furniture Mart.

Brian Strickland

Jimmy Talton, Steve Chase, Colin Brown, Kyle Thompson, Ben Bradsher,
Billy Reese III, Scott Duckworth, Bob Scott

Free Shipping On Qualified Orders
September 1-30
www.hickoryfurniture.com | 1-866-471-4366
I N S P I R I N G H O M E S A RO U N D T H E WO R L D FO R OV E R H A L F A C E N T U RY

Decorating Your Home

Your Style,Your Way and within Your Budget

Ellen Liggett, Ruthie Liggett,
David Liggett

Fabrics, Trims, Furniture, Bedding, Window Treatments,
Rugs, Accessories, Outdoor Furniture and a staff of talented
designers to help make decorating your home easy.

4 Day Clearance Sale
Saturday, September 19 - Wednesday, September 23
Select Merchandise

Allison Smith, Katherine Smith, Mary Grady Bell,
Mary Grady Bell

One Block off Hwy. 70 I 5910 Duraleigh Road

919.781.1777 I M-F 10-6 I Sat 10-5 I printers-alley.com

At the table

A perfect picnic

Lauren Kennedy
WALTER Profile

RALEIGH DEB PARTY
The 2015 North Carolina Debutantes
were invited to a black tie event
August 1 at the Carolina Country Club
hosted by the parents of the capital
area debutantes. Hors d’oeuvres
were passed while the crowd danced
to music by Black and Blue until
breakfast was served near midnight.
Allison Smith and Mary Grady Bell
co-chaired the event.

The Whirl

Raleigh on the town
WALTER

NOVEMBER 2014
$4.95

JUNE/JULY 2013

SUMMER ISSUE
$4.95

AUGUST 2014

The taste of summer
RALEIGH-MADE

Inside every kid is a life waiting to be lived. We’re here to see it’s a healthy one.

Some kids go through childhood unscathed. Others face illness. Injury. Surgery. From the common to the complex, we’re
here. With the only children’s hospital in Wake County. The most advanced technology. Specialists, nurses and therapists
who specialize in kids. A scope of services that’s second to none. A patient-family experience that’s one of a kind. And when
we say we’re here, we mean right here. Where you live. Which, when it comes to your kids, is something no one else can say.

ICE CREAMS

Exceptional people. Exceptional care. For every kid.
Learn more at kids.wakemed.org.

A SECRET

GARDEN
blooms in Raleigh

AUGUST 2014

waltermagazine.com

LOVE

waltermagazine.com
$4.95

?

For $24.99 you receive:
• 10-month subscription to WALTER

Amanda Long Ramseur,
Bobby Ramseur, Ashleigh Black,
Peyton Black, Elizabeth Stewart,
Tyler Highsmith



Subscribe to WALTER and
become an Insider!

• Walter Insider’s exclusive early access to WALTER events
• Walter Insider’s automatic entry into monthly drawings to win tickets
to concerts, sporting events, theater & symphony tickets
Missy McLamb

• Walter Insider’s automatic entry into monthly drawings
to attend lunch with Walter editorial staﬀ
• Monthly E-newsletter
It’s easy! Go to

http://www.waltermagazine.com/subscribe/
John Coffman, Phillip Allen, Felicia Allen

Billy Warden, Mayor Nancy McFarlane, Daniel Chavis
LAUGH LOUD, SING PROUD!
Kings Barcade hosted a packed house August 1 for the “Laugh
Loud, Sing Proud!” Mental Health Benefit. The crowd enjoyed performances from stand-up comedians including Adam Cohen and
Kenyon Adamcik and musicians like Dex Romweber and Daniel
Chavis of The Veldt, to name a few. Funds for the event went to
support the Lucy Daniels Center for Early Childhood.

The Triangle’s destination
for cooks, foodies, chefs,
and gadget lovers!
15,000+ Tools
for Cooking & Entertaining


Dr. Lucy Daniels, Pat Inman

Cooking Classes
Eat. Learn. Discover. Get Inspired!
• 30 Cooking Classes & Private Parties Each Month
• 25 Talented Instructors

Independently
Operated
Dex Romweber

Peter Lamb, Paul Rogers

We are a local, family owned,
independent business staffed
by a diverse group of culinary
experts who really have a
passion for cooking!
Owners, Dan & Diana Saklad

Abby Nardo

Visit us in Cary at the beautiful
Waverly Place Shopping Center (upper level)
316 Colonades Way, Cary, NC.
Just minutes from Raleigh and less than a mile
from the interchange of US 1 and US 64.
Eric Trundy

Ryan Higgins

Mon. - Sat. 10 - 6 • Sun. 12 - 5

www.whiskcarolina.com • 919.322.2458

Ashton Smith
Ernest Dollar, Suzie Dollar,
Elijah Dollar, Kilby Dollar

8101 Glenwood Avenue
919.782.6010 | eatmansinc.com
FOLLOW US ON:
Ben Whited, Lara O’Brien Munoz,
Matt Munoz, David Meeker
TIME WARP 2015: “NIGHT AT COR MUSEUM”
Guests attended Time Warp: “Night at COR Museum” June 6 at the City of
Raleigh Museum to raise funds for an upcoming exhibit on loan from the
Smithsonian Institution, “Beyond Bollywood: Indian Americans Shape the
Nation.” The Gregg Gelb Latin Jazz Quintet played while supporters mingled
amidst cocktails and dancing. Many attendees arrived in theme dressed as
either a historical figure or a character from the Night at the Museum movies.



The Best in Oriental, Classic
& Contemporary Rugs

Alexandrea Thomsen, DTown Perspective

NEW LOGO, NEW THINGS.... SAME GREAT EXPERTISE
Broadloom, Rugs, Fabrics and Wallpaper

We offer
Expert Cleaning
& Repair

Amber Coleman, Samantha Schlanger,
Autumn Coleman

Fargo-Hanna

ORIENTAL RUGS OF RALEIGH

“Since
1919”

816 Springfield Commons Dr. • Raleigh • 919-790-8539

w w w. f a r g o h a n n a r u g s . c o m

Dhanya Sandeep, Dr. K.P. Sandeep

Dancers from The Laaysa Lights

Blount Williams (CURTIIS); Kelly Harvell, Andrew DeShazo of Moments in Time (STRONGER RALEIGH)


ED CURTIS RETIRES AFTER
80 YEARS
Ed Curtis, 97, recently retired from
Alfred Williams and Company after
80 years of employment. Fifty guests,
including members of Curtis’s family
and the Williams family, gathered to
celebrate his many years of service
and dedication with lunch and cake.

Ed Curtis, Kiona Velez,
Hampton Hofer, Cole Hofer

Andrew Marvin, Wells Thompson,
Daphne Thompson, Aaron Kaczor, Andrew
Kaczor, Jamie Mullis, Sam Killen, Austen King

Cole Hofer,
Dargan Williams,
Dargan Alexander,
Henriette Williams-Alexander,
Kiona Velez

BUILDING A STRONGER
RALEIGH
1,300 Raleighites headed
to Broughton High School
August 1 to support the
reduction of poverty in
Southeast Raleigh with
Passage Home and the
JD Lewis Center and its
nonprofit, The B.A.G.S.
Foundation. A Family Festival was held before the
All-Star Exhibition Game.
A long list of names with
ties to Raleigh returned
to play in the exhibition,
including NBA players T.J.
Warren and David West.
Julian Gamble

T.J. Warren

just a short trip away.
three thousand miles from ordinary.

W W W. T H E U M S T E A D. C O M

C A R Y, N O R T H C A R O L I N A

8 6 6.87 7.4141

John Childers, Caitlin Hata, Evan Sheridan, Greg Gettles
FAMILIAR SUPPER CLUB
The Familiar Supper Club hosted its
inaugural event August 10 at The Great
Room at Top of the Hill. The series
benefits Abundance NC and aims to work
with and support local North Carolina
farmers. Dinner guests enjoyed signature
TOPO cocktails before sitting down to a
four-course meal prepared by Chefs John
Childers and Evan Sheridan focusing on
“Sweet Corn and Swine.”

SUBMISSIONS FOR
4 0 0 0 G L E N A I R E C I R C L E , C A R Y, N C 2 7 5 1 1
(800) 225-9573 | (919) 460-8095
— GLENAIRE.ORG —
A Presbyterian Homes, Inc. Community

THE WHIRL

To submit your party for consideration, please complete the form at
waltermagazine.com/submit-photos.

Food Seen by Felicia Perry Photography



Evan Sheridan, John Childers

HEAR > continued from p. 77

found family, a sentiment the others
chorus. “The music is magical, the
companionship is magical,” Peterson
says. He says it best in the lyrics he
wrote called One More Song:
Think I’ll cash in a day of my life
Spend it learning a new song
Think I’ll find me a little ole time
band
Where they’ll let me sing along
They won’t mind too very much
If I sing out of tune
Think I’ll start this Sunday
Singing in the afternoon.
“Learning music is like learning
a foreign language; it goes harder
and harder as you get older and
older,” Petersen says. “I think that is
something we don’t focus on, but all

this helps keep our minds a little bit
longer, perhaps. That’s another offshoot of the good of this.”
Besides songwriting, Petersen has
grown from guitar to mandolin, and
says that is only one change being
with the group has inspired. He’s
also learned to make instruments.
He has built a ukulele that he gave to
Jenkins and is finishing two guitars,
one for McMillan and one for Smith,
inlaid with a white rabbit as a nod
to a story Smith told about his very
first school assignment on his first
day of first grade.
Petersen hopes to have them completed in time for the band to play
again at the World of Bluegrass Festival. They may not be the best musicians there, but no one will have a
better time.

The WALTER Scribo
The answers to the following clues are in this issue.
Happy reading!
ACROSS
2. The online nickname that got this bad boy
rolling
5. These tuneful old guys weren’t put up wet
7. This Meredith student wears a crown
8. Remember this ship when you lift a glass this
month
9. William Lewis is excited she’s coming to
town. Who isn’t?
10. Frank Harmon’s chapeau keeps his sketchbook shady
11. When Larry’s not roasting, he’s ________

Down
1. If there’s fine wine, great food, a charitable
purpose, and friends involved, she’s likely to
blame
3. Christer Berg found people to photograph in
all kinds of places, from the Farmer’s Market to
a _________
4. This tomato-sandwich inspired dish is delish
6. Three points for this guy’s skills on the grill

I CAME FOR CLASS

AND FOUND
SO MUCH MORE.
Jane B., 10th grade

It takes courage to try new things. As a day student at
Saint Mary’s, Jane took a chance and found a world of
opportunity. From honors and AP classes to after-school
activities, evening library time and real-world experiences,
Saint Mary’s close-knit community is there to guide you
every step of the way. The possibilities are endless.

WHERE WILL YOU FIND YOUR COURAGE?
ADMISSION DAY STUDENT SHADOW DAYS
October 12 and December 4
To register for one of these events or to schedule a
campus visit, call the Admission Office at 919.424.4100.

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

Serving girls, grades 9-12, boarding and day in Raleigh, NC.
www.sms.edu | 919.424.4100 | admission@sms.edu

AWW, SHUCKS.
We don’t mean to brag, but Faire received
its first Wine Spectator Magazine Award of
Excellence. Congratulations to Sommelier
Michael Tinley and the Faire team!
Pictured: Faire’s Oysters

RALEIGH’S
Coming in

OCTOBER
Serving up

Tailgating recipes
Behind the scene with

Louise Gaskill
Go inside Raleigh’s

Homes & gardens
Get to know

Debbie Yow

The OXFORD

ESCHELONEXPERIENCES.COM

first row: Summerific “Berrylicious” Hibiscus hybrid; Agave ovatifolia; Cynara cardunculus. second row: Hosta “Stained Glass” hybrid; Dasylirion texanum; Summerific “Cherry
Cheesecake” Hibiscus hybrid. Third row: Opuntia macrorhiza; Ardisia japonica “Hakuou”; Dasylirion texanum

seen in RALEIGH

UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Photographer Shawn Rocco took a trip to the N.C. Arboretum in late June. Using a 100mm macro lens, he captured some
of the botanical beauties in the early evening light before a summer storm rolled in. The magnified perspective makes the
plants seem otherworldy.

photographs by SHAWN ROCCO
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